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Preface

The 10th International Conference on Networks & Communications (NeCoM 2018) was held in Dubai, UAE during June 23–24, 2018. The 7th International Conference on Software Engineering and Applications (SEAS 2018), The 7th International Conference on Control, Modelling, Computing and Applications (CMCA 2018) and The 4th International Conference on Signal Processing (SP 2018) was collocated with The 10th International Conference on Networks & Communications (NeCoM 2018). The conferences attracted many local and international delegates, presenting a balanced mixture of intellect from the East and from the West.

The goal of this conference series is to bring together researchers and practitioners from academia and industry to focus on understanding computer science and information technology and to establish new collaborations in these areas. Authors are invited to contribute to the conference by submitting articles that illustrate research results, projects, survey work and industrial experiences describing significant advances in all areas of computer science and information technology.

The NeCoM-2018, SEAS-2018, SP-2018, CMCA-2018 Committees rigorously invited submissions for many months from researchers, scientists, engineers, students and practitioners related to the relevant themes and tracks of the workshop. This effort guaranteed submissions from an unparalleled number of internationally recognized top-level researchers. All the submissions underwent a strenuous peer review process which comprised expert reviewers. These reviewers were selected from a talented pool of Technical Committee members and external reviewers on the basis of their expertise. The papers were then reviewed based on their contributions, technical content, originality and clarity. The entire process, which includes the submission, review and acceptance processes, was done electronically. All these efforts undertaken by the Organizing and Technical Committees led to an exciting, rich and a high quality technical conference program, which featured high-impact presentations for all attendees to enjoy, appreciate and expand their expertise in the latest developments in computer network and communications research.

In closing, NeCoM-2018, SEAS-2018, SP-2018, CMCA-2018 brought together researchers, scientists, engineers, students and practitioners to exchange and share their experiences, new ideas and research results in all aspects of the main workshop themes and tracks, and to discuss the practical challenges encountered and the solutions adopted. The book is organized as a collection of papers from the NeCoM-2018, SEAS-2018, SP-2018, CMCA-2018.

We would like to thank the General and Program Chairs, organization staff, the members of the Technical Program Committees and external reviewers for their excellent and tireless work. We sincerely wish that all attendees benefited scientifically from the conference and wish them every success in their research. It is the humble wish of the conference organizers that the professional dialogue among the researchers, scientists, engineers, students and educators continues beyond the event and that the friendships and collaborations forged will linger and prosper for many years to come.
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STOCHASTIC SCHEDULING IN DATA 
CENTER NETWORKS 

Tingqiu Tim Yuan, Cong Xu, Tao Huang, Jian Li 
Huawei Technologies 

ABSTRACT 

Dependability of Scheduling between latency-sensitive small data flows (a.k.a. mice) and throughput-oriented large ones (a.k.a. elephants) has become ever challenging with the proliferation of cloud based applications. In light of this mounting problem, this work proposes a novel flow control scheme, HOLMES (HOListic Mice-Elephants Stochastic), which offers a holistic view of global congestion awareness as well as a stochastic scheduler of mixed mice-elephants data flows in Data Center Networks (DCNs). Firstly, we theoretically prove the necessity for partitioning DCN paths into sub-networks using a stochastic model. Secondly, the HOLMES architecture is proposed, which adaptively partitions the available DCN paths into low-latency and high-throughput sub-networks via a global congestion-aware scheduling mechanism. Based on the stochastic power-of-two-choices policy, the HOLMES scheduling mechanism acquires only a subset of the global congestion information, while achieves close to optimal load balance on each end-to-end DCN path. We also formally prove the stability of HOLMES flow scheduling algorithm. Thirdly, extensive simulation validates the effectiveness and dependability of HOLMES with select DCN topologies. The proposal has been in test in an industry production environment. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The wide adoption of diverse cloud-based applications and services exacerbates the challenges in design and operation of Data Center Networks (DCNs). Consider a typical mix of traffic patterns in cloud applications: mouse vs. elephant data flows. Mouse data flows (mice) are emails, web pages, data requests or any other short-lived data flows. Elephant data flows (elephants), on the other hand, are persistent data flows such as VM migrations, data migrations, MapReduce and other application flows that impact network bandwidth for minutes or hours if not longer. In multi-tenant mode, long-lasting elephant and short-lived mouse flows share on DCN paths [15]. According to the results shown in [7], the sizes of the numerous short-lived flows are usually less than 10KB, the majority of which tend to require very low latency. On the other hand, the long-lasting heavy DC flows are typically much larger than 100KB; although the number of these large flows is extremely small compared to that of the small flows. These elephant flows account for more than 80% of bandwidth in DCNs. The competing performance requirements of the two types of flows make it challenging to schedule them on shared paths. That is, the throughput-oriented large flows demand for high bandwidth, while the latency-sensitive small flows prefer minimal queuing delay. Note that, in hyper-scale data centers there are also many flows that are both high bandwidth and require low per packet latency. Such flows can be handled as an extension to the strategy of scheduling mice-elephants flows.
To provide high bisection bandwidth, DCN topologies are often multi-rooted topologies, e.g. Fat-Tree, Leaf-Spine, characterized by a large degree of multipath. There are multiple routes between any two DCN endpoints [1, 2]. However, a critical issue in such network topologies is to design an efficient scheduling mechanism to balance the load among multiple available paths, while satisfying different application requirements defined in the Service Level Agreements (SLAs).

The de facto DCN flow scheduling scheme Equal Cost Multi Path (ECMP [3]) cannot meet such dynamic performance requirements in data centers. Hash collisions in ECMP can cause congestions, degrading throughput [4-6] as well as tail latency [7-9] of DCN flows. To balance the load between DCN switches and paths, stateful schedulers have been proposed, e.g. Conga [10], Hedera [4], etc. They monitor the congestion state of each path and direct flows to less congested paths, hence more robust to asymmetry network without control plane reconfigurations [11, 12]. Since maintaining global congestion information at scale is challenging, local congestion-aware or stochastic scheduling schemes are proposed, e.g. Expeditus [12], Drill [13], Hula [14], etc. Using simple or local information collection, these mechanisms are more efficient and applicable for complex DCN architectures, e.g. 3-tier Clos topologies. However, the majority of these scheduling mechanisms focus on balancing the loads of DCN according to the congestion information, without any consideration of cloud applications or data center traffic patterns.

Existing solutions to scheduling the mice-elephants hybrid DCN traffic fall into two categories. The first category deploys unified schedulers for both mice and elephants on shared paths, in spite of the competing performance requirements of the two. Based on the analysis of DC traffic patterns, these studies design novel scheduling algorithms or congestion signals [16, 17] and strike at the right balance between throughput and latency on shared DCN paths. The main challenge though is the interference between the elephant and mouse flows. The second category deploys network partition schemes that transfer the two types of flows over separate paths. [18] By isolating elephant and mouse flows, network partition solutions avoid the aforementioned interference. This is particular attractive...
as hardware and system cost continues to drop. Nonetheless, new policies are required to adaptively partition the DCN paths, given dynamic DC traffic patterns and varied DC architectures.

This paper focuses on the second category, the network partition solutions. Using a stochastic performance model, we first theoretically prove that the interference between mice and elephants are inevitable under the unified scheduler, indicating that network partition is a more appropriate solution for handling such hybrid DC traffic. We then propose a novel scheduling scheme, HOLMES, for such hybrid traffic in datacenters. HOLMES architecture partitions a DCN into high-throughput and low-latency sub-networks, decouples the two competing scenarios and eliminates the interference in the hybrid traffic. HOLMES further deploys a stochastic and global congestion-aware load balancing algorithm that optimizes the performance of each sub-network. The stability of the HOLMES flow scheduling algorithm is also proved and validated in this paper.

The main contributions of this work are:

- We prove with a closed form the necessity of applying network partition solutions to mice-elephants DC traffic, showing that unified flow scheduling schemes or congestion control mechanisms are not optimal.
- We design HOLMES, an architecture that partitions all the DCN paths into sub-networks, isolating the paths of elephant and mouse flows. As a result, HOLMES eliminates the interference between the two. Moreover, an AI module of the HOLMES architecture enables machine learning techniques and offers a more comprehensive analysis of the DCN status for better scheduling.
- We propose a novel stochastic load-balancing algorithm for HOLMES that is global congestion aware. Using the end-to-end congestion signal, the algorithm is agile to link or node failures in DCN. Moreover, it uses only limited global congestion information to improve the scheduling efficiency and sustain stability in all possible scenarios.
- We use an analytical model to evaluate the adaptability of HOLMES. We then confirm the finding with detailed simulations under varied DCN architectures and scheduling policies. These experimental results can further guide the hardware implementation of HOLMES.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents an overview of HOLMES. Section III and IV discuss in detail the HOLMES architecture and its load balancing mechanisms, respectively. Section V evaluates HOLMES with extensive simulation experiments. Section VI concludes the paper.

2. HOLMES OVERVIEW

HOLMES aims to satisfy the competing performance requirements of elephants and mice by partitioning a DCN into high-throughput and low-latency sub-networks. HOLMES proposes a stochastic and global congestion-aware mechanism to schedule the elephant and mouse flows in these separate sub-networks. This section presents an overview HOLMES.

A. Necessity of Network Partition

In order to lay out a solid foundation of HOLMES, we first theoretically prove the limitations of the unified scheduling schemes when handling hybrid DC traffic. The analytical model in turn promotes the need for deploying network partition solutions in the architecture design of flow scheduling and congestion control schemes.
The main challenge that any unified scheme needs to address is the interference between the elephant and mouse flows. A typical scenario that mouse flows affect elephant flows is that a burst of mouse flows triggers a congestion signal, e.g. Quantized Congestion Notification (QCN), which in turn reduces the transmission rates of elephant flows in the next long period of time. Measurement results show that the short-lived flows in large-scale clusters exhibit significant traffic bursts. Theophilus Benson et al further explain that the traffic bursts in DCNs are caused by the huge amount of aggregated edge links as well as the concurrency of parallelized computing schemes, e.g. shuffle period in a MapReduce process. Experimental results also show that a momentary traffic burst can lead to short-lived congestion in a DCN. On the other hand, the effect of elephant flows on mouse flows is that elephant flows occupy the vast majority of the network buffers; hence the mouse flows will result in long queuing delay and flow completion time (FCT), a.k.a. the bufferbloat problem.

We calculate the probability that the above two scenarios would occur with the unified flow scheduling solutions and how they would affect network performance. Some key notations and definitions are illustrated in Table I. We then prove that fundamental limitations exist in the unified scheduling schemes when handling hybrid DC traffic. (Details of the proof is omitted in this paper due to page limit, however, we will post it after publication.) Therefore, network partition is a better solution that eliminates the interference by separating the mouse and elephant flows.

B. HOLMES Architecture with Network Partition

W. Wang et al [18] and W. Cheng have applied the network partition solutions to separate the large and small flows in DCN paths, and to avoid the interference between the two.

Similarly, HOLMES deploys the network partition solution, which partitions all the end-to-end DCN paths into two logical sub-networks to isolate the transmission of elephant and mouse flows. A centralized controller is deployed to map each link to the high throughput or the low latency sub-network. The traffic transmitted between each pair of edge switches may contain both elephant and mouse flows. Therefore, HOLMES architecture needs to ensure that at least one of the multiple paths between each two edge switches belongs to the high throughput sub-network, while at least another one belongs to the low latency sub-network too. The scales of the two subnetworks can be determined either statically or dynamically according to the architecture of the DC as well as the traffic patterns.

In addition to network partition, network statistics and analysis functions are provided by the HOLMES AI module. We discuss the detailed architecture in Section III.

C. Global Congestion-aware Load Balancing Algorithm based on Power of Two Choices Model

Another important component in HOLMES is its load balancing algorithm. Since local congestion-aware load balancing algorithms have been proved to react slowly to link failures [10, 14] and are prone to form congestion trees, we deploy global congestion-aware load balance in HOLMES. Inspired by the Power-of-Two-Choices model [43, 44], we further design a stochastic load-sensitive flow scheduling algorithm, which reduces the overhead of congestion information maintenance and improves the scheduling efficiency.

M. Mitzenmacher and S. Ghorbani et al have shown that tagging a single unit of memory with random sampling and identify the shortest output queue from the previous time slots guarantees stability [13, 43]. We extend a distributed implementation of this approach: When a packet arrives at an input port of an edge TOR switch, that TOR switch resolves the source and destination addresses of the packet.
It then assigns the packet to the least loaded of \( d \) randomly chosen end-to-end paths from all \( N \) (\( d << N \)) paths. The choice of the previous time slot is saved for the scheduling of the next time slot.

Section IV will discuss the detailed process and analyze the stability of this load balancing algorithm.

### 3. HOLMES ARCHITECTURE

Fig. 1 shows the HOLMES architecture in three layers: AI layer, control layer and infrastructure layer. The HOLMES AI layer contains a cognitive computing cluster to implement the software AI module. The AI module collects the DCN state information from the DCN monitors, and applies the machine learning algorithms to generate some analysis results, e.g. networking tendency predictions, network outlier locations, etc. These learning results generated by the AI module provide a more comprehensive view of DCN behaviors. They will be then used for network partition and flow scheduling operations.

The HOLMES control layer is responsible for generating the network partition, congestion control and local balancing policies, based on the monitoring information as well as the learning results generated by the AI module. The policies generated in the SDN are decomposed into a series of fine-grained partition and scheduling orders, which are transmitted to the DCN switches and end hosts for execution. Without deploying the HOLMES AI module, the functions provided by the control layer are the same as the traditional SDN controllers.

The HOLMES infrastructure layer executes the specific network partition as well as the flow scheduling operations. It is responsible for storing, forwarding and processing data packets. The detailed operation orders are transmitted and configured on the DCN switches. The DCN switches first map each link to the high throughput network or the low latency subnetwork, according to the network partition policies. When the elephant and mouse flows arrive at a DCN switch, their packets are scheduled to the pre-partitioned paths separately. This process is managed by the HOLMES control layer.

![Fig. 1. HOLMES architecture: Based on the real-time monitor information, HOLMES AI module first analyzes the status or tendency of the DCN using machine learning models, and generates the learning results. Next, according to the analysis results, HOLMES control layer designs a network partition policy and a corresponding flow scheduling policy, and the policies are generated in the SDN controllers. Finally,](image-url)
the network partition as well as the flow scheduling operations will be executed on the DCN switches or hosts, under the guidance of the SDN controllers.

A. HOLMES Network Partition

Both static and dynamic network partition mechanisms are enabled by HOLMES. When the scale of the DCN is small, HOLMES provides static network partition policies to DCN switches to avoid the frequent scale changes of the two subnetworks. It also makes the execution of the network partition policy more stable. On the other hand, when the scale of the DCN is large, HOLMES will deploy the dynamic network partition solution that dynamically adapts the scales of the two types of sub-networks to the traffic load variants. Moreover, the dynamic network partition solution utilizes the network resources more efficiently, especially when the arriving rate of DC traffic is slow.

Both static and dynamic network partition mechanisms have been studied [18]. One can either integrate these mechanisms in HOLMES or implement the appropriate network partition mechanism according to the scale of the DCN as well as the traffic patterns.

B. Application Scenarios for HOLMES Architecture

Compared with the commonly used SDN architectures, a prominent feature of HOLMES is the implementation of the AI module and its machine learning algorithms. Machine learning methods have been widely used in network management and DC scheduling policy generation operations. Those continuing learning and analysis results provide a comprehensive understanding of network features and behaviors, which benefits the designing of the corresponding network partition and flow scheduling policies. Therefore, the deep analysis and accurate AI prediction provided by the AI module enable the HOLMES architecture to perform more complex and intelligent operations.

One typical application scenario for HOLMES architecture is the deployment of application driven networks (ADN), where a physical network is sliced into logically isolated sub-networks to serve different types of applications. Each network slice in ADN can deploy its own architecture and corresponding protocols, to satisfy the requirements of the applications it serves. The key operations when implementing ADN are: (1) Constructing an application abstraction model to formulate the resource requirements of the applications; (2) mapping the distinct properties of applications to respective network resources. It is shown that the complexity and performance of these operations can be improved when some application features are pre-known [8]. Hence, the HOLMES AI module benefits the analysis of application features as well as the prediction of resource requirements, which further alleviate the complexity of application abstractions and mapping operations. Moreover, the design and implementation of network slicing mechanisms can also be realized by the cooperation of the control layer and the infrastructure layer.
Similarly, HOLMES architecture is also applicable for some other intelligent or complex application scenarios, which demand a deep understanding of network or application features such as Internet of Vehicles (IoV), coflow scheduling and some other network architecture based on network slicing or network partitions. With the immense proliferation of complex and diverse cloud-based applications, we expect such architecture to be the development trend in the future.

C. Out-of-order vs. Efficiency

While elephants contribute to the majority volume of DCN traffic, mice account for 80% of the number of instances. Out-of-order scheduling done at host side may sacrifice efficiency. In addition, compatibility with legacy hardware has to be ensured. Therefore, one may still want to consider deploy conventional, sometimes oblivious, ECMP scheduling for inorder scheduling of mice. However, we expect such overhead to diminish, while hardware and system cost continues to drop. As a result, HOLMES is the way to go.

4. HOLMES SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS

Once the hybrid DC traffic is separated into different subnetworks, scheduling algorithms affect the performance of each sub-network. In this section, we discuss the aforementioned global congestion-aware scheduling algorithm and prove the stability of its stochastic policy.

A. Necessity of Deploying Stochastic Scheduling Algorithms

Compared with the other state-aware flow scheduling algorithms, stochastic flow scheduling algorithms are more applicable for large-scale data centers according to the following reasons:

1) Simplification of computing complexity

One of the key factors that degrade the performance of the traditional ECMP mechanism is the lack of global congestion information. To overcome this limitation, a group of studies have designed new flow scheduling policies based on a global “macroscopic” view of the entire DCN, e.g. CONGA [10]. However, in large-scale and heavily loaded data centers, the global macroscopic load balancing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 1 Flow scheduling policy in HOLMES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1: Input: Load condition of each end-to-end path at time t: ( {load(1), load(2), load(3), \ldots } )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path number of the selected path at time ( t-1 ): ( z^{(t-1)} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output ports of the TOR and aggregate switches on each path: ( {(P_{1}^{(t)}, P_{2}^{(t)}), (P_{3}^{(t)}, P_{4}^{(t)})} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: Output: Path number of the selected path at time ( t-1 ): ( z )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output ports TOR and aggregate ports on the selected path: ( {P_{1}^{(t)}, P_{2}^{(t)}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: Initialize: ( m = 2, d = 1 );</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: Initialize ( load_{off} = load_{off}^{(m-1)} );</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: Random select ( m ) end-to-end paths: ( {Path(1), Path(2), \ldots, Path(m)} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6: Construct candidate set: ( L = {Path(1), Path(2), \ldots, Path(m)} \cup {z^{(t-1)}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7: for each path ( i ) (( 1 \leq i \leq m+1 )) in the candidate set ( L ) do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8: if ( load(Path(i)) \leq load_{off} ) then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9: ( load_{off} = load(Path(i)) );</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10: end for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11: Assign value: ( z = ) Path number of the path with load ( load_{off} );</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12: return ( {P_{1}^{(t)}, P_{2}^{(t)}} ) and ( z )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
algorithms introduce unacceptable computing complexity to deal with the massive information, and the control loops in these scenarios are much slower than the duration of the majority of congestion incidents in data centers [13]. Therefore deploying the stochastic algorithms to achieve micro load balancing is a more viable solution. The micro load balancing solutions require only limited congestion information, which simplifies the computing complexity and enables instant reactions to load variations in large-scale data centers.

2) Optimization of storage complexity

In data centers, 8 and 16-way multipathing are common, while there is growing interest in multipathing as high as 32 or even 64. Specifically, with 40 servers in a rack, there will be 40 uplinks. Each flow can use a different subset of the 40 links, leading to $2^{40}$ possible subsets. Keeping the state of each path in this scenario requires unacceptable storage resources, which is difficult to be implemented. On the contrary, stochastic scheduling algorithms are effective to cope with the optimization of storage complexity, as well as the small number of register reads. Edsall et al [26] deploy the stochastic power of-two-choices hashing solution for balancing the loads of DC routers. The storage complexity of such a stochastic solution is logarithmically reduced.

3) Better adaptability for heterogeneous DCNs

A typical flow scheduling method in multi-rooted DCNs is equal traffic splitting based on hashing, as used in the traditional ECMP approach. However, the uniform hashing approach cannot achieve optimal load balance without the assumption of symmetric and fault-free topology [5, 10], which is not generally true in heterogeneous data centers. To provide better adaptability for heterogeneous DCNs, weighted traffic distribution methods have been widely adopted in the global macro load balancing solutions [11]. In order to correct the imbalance caused by the even distribution approach and enable fair resource allocation, the weighted approaches distribute the traffic among available paths in proportion to the available link capacity of each path. The global weighted traffic distribution solutions have shown good adaptability to dynamically changing network topologies. However, these solutions still need real-time state information collection of all the paths, which introduces additional computing and storage complexity.

Stochastic flow scheduling algorithms can reduce the computing and storage overhead of weighted traffic distribution mechanisms, while maintaining the adaptability to heterogeneous DCN topologies. Consider the stochastic Power of-Two-Choices: The algorithm only needs to record the states of the two randomly chosen paths; therefore, the storage and computing complexity are dramatically reduced. Moreover, the algorithm compares the load conditions of these two chosen paths, select the better one, hence performs a weighted operation in another form. Stochastic load balancing solutions have also been proved to be applicable for heterogeneous DCNs [13, 26]. Based on these justifications, we extend stochastic flow scheduling algorithms to our HOLMES mechanism.

B. Flow Scheduling Algorithm in HOLMES

We consider a stochastic scheduling policy, (d, m) policy: The input port chooses d random end-to-end paths out of all the possible paths. It finds the path with the minimum occupancy among all the d samples and m least loaded samples from the previous time slot. It then schedules the input packet to the selected end-to-end path.

Increasing the value of d and m to $>>2$ and $>>1$ will degrade the performance, since the large number of random samples makes it more likely to cause the burst of packet arrivals on the same path [13]. As
a result, we set m=1 and d=2 in our scheduling model. The detailed flow scheduling procedure is shown in Alg. 1.

Using global congestion information, the algorithm reacts rapidly to the link or node failures. Moreover, the limited information used in the algorithm improves the scheduling efficiency while avoids the traffic bursts on the same switch ports.

C. Stability Analysis of HOLMES’s Scheduling Algorithm

We prove the stability of this stochastic global congestion aware scheduling algorithm in a two-tier Clos DCN topology. We abstract an end-to-end path in a Clos network (Fig. 2A) as a serial queuing system consists of a series of queues (Fig. 2B). As a result, the whole Clos DCN topology is abstracted as a queuing network. We then evaluate the performance of a specific leaf-to-spine DCN path using a stochastic queuing network model.

We focus on analyzing the stability of the scheduling process from when a packet arrives at a TOR switch to when the packet reaches the spine switch. The packet experiences two queuing processes, at the TOR and the aggregate switch port, respectively. The entire path from the TOR node to the spine node can also be modeled as a large queue.

Based on the results of [56] and with a similar method shown in [57], we prove that HOLMES’s scheduling algorithm is stable for all uniform and nonuniform independent packet arrivals. Some key notations and definitions used in the scheduling model are illustrated in Table II.

We prove that the global (1, 1) policy is stable for all admissible parallel arrival process. We construct a Lyapunov function $L$ as follows:

$$L(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{NN} (Q_i(t) - Q_i^*)(t))^2 + \sum_{i=1}^{NN} Q_i^2(t)$$

To prove the algorithm is stable, we show that there is a negative expected single-step drift in the Lyapunov function, i.e.,

$$E[L(t+1) - L(t) | L(t)] \leq \varepsilon L(t) + k \quad (\varepsilon, k > 0)$$

We divide the Lyapunov function into two sub functions as:

$$L_1(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{NN} (Q_i(t) - Q_i^*)(t))^2 \quad L_2(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{NN} Q_i^2(t)$$

Based on the above formulation, we prove that there exists a negative expected single-step drift in the Lyapunov function in each possible case. Therefore, the global (1, 1) policy is stable. Based on the (d, m) policy, the HOLMES’s scheduling algorithm is also stable. (Details of the proof is omitted due to page limit; however, we will post it after publication.)

5. HOLMES PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We evaluate HOLMES using simulation based on OMNET++. We construct a test-bed simulation platform to simulate the data transmission process in symmetric and asymmetric fat-tree DCNs. Similar to [10], a heavy-tailed distribution is used to generate DC flow of different sizes. The hosts of the DCN run TCP applications. The flow request rate of each TCP connection satisfies Poisson process.
By comparing the performance of the same DCN under different load balancing mechanisms, we validate HOLMES and analyze the influence of the network partition solution and end-to-end scheduling schemes on DCN performance. Moreover, we evaluate the adaptability of HOLMES’s load balancing algorithm for heterogeneous architectures and discuss some technical issues in the hardware implementation of HOLMES.

A. Evaluation of HOLMES Network Partition

We evaluate the network partition policy of HOLMES in a scenario that hybrid elephant and mouse flows are scheduled in a same DCN with different scheduling schemes. The DCN topology deployed in this experiment is a Clos network with 2 and 4 leaf and spine switches respectively. We generate elephant and mouse flows to leaf switches with average sizes of 100KB and 1KB, respectively. The queue lengths of the switch ports are used as performance indicators.

Since the scale of the DCN in the simulation is not very large, HOLMES deploys the static policy that partitions the two sub-networks in advance. The buffer sizes of all the switch ports are set to be the same. When the buffer of a switch port is full, all the upcoming input packets to that port will be dropped. We compare HOLMES against two start-of-the-art unified load balancing schemes: CONGA [10] and queue length gradient based scheduling. Similar to the delay gradient based congestion control policy used in [16], we deploy the queue length gradient as the indicator and schedule the arrived packet to the port with the minimum length gradient.

Figs. 3A-3C show the queue length variation of the four ports of a spine switch under the three scheduling schemes. The X-axis indicates the time period and the Y-axis denotes the queue length. We can see from Fig. 3A that using CONGA, the buffers of all the four ports are full after a period of time, indicating the throughput of the switch has been maximized, which benefits the transmission of the elephant flows. However, when a mouse flow arrives, all the packets in that flow have to wait for a long queuing time since all the output ports are of heavy loads. Consequently, the latency of the mouse flow will increase and degrade the overall performance of the hybrid DC flows.

Similarly, as shown in Fig. 3B, the buffers of the four output ports are also almost full after a period of time using the length gradient based policy. The results indicate that the length gradient based load balancing policy still suffers from the interference between the elephant flows and the mouse flows.

Comparing Fig. 3A and Fig. 3B, we find that the load balancing condition of the gradient based scheme is a little worse than CONGA. The reason is that the gradient based scheme schedules the DC flows according to the changing trend but not the current state of the DCN. Finally, Fig. 3C shows that HOLMES has successfully isolated the elephant and mouse flows. Two of the ports have been partitioned to the low latency sub-network and used for transmitting the mouse flows. Fig. 3C shows that the buffers of the two ports are almost empty during the entire transmission procedure. Thus, packets in the mouse flows do not need to wait for additional queuing delays, and the low latency of the mouse flow is ensured. Moreover, the buffers of the other high throughput ports are also full filled, which satisfies the throughput requirements of elephant flows. Hence, by isolating the mixed traffic, HOLMES network partition policy successfully eliminated the interference of the elephant flows to the mouse flows.

The main shortcoming of the network partition solution is the inefficient use of network resources. Although the isolation of the hybrid traffic avoids the interactions of the elephant and mouse flows, the spared network resource in the low latency paths has not been fully used since the buffers of these paths are almost empty. An effective solution is to improve the buffer allocation by limiting the buffer
size of the low latency sub-network and assigning the spared buffers to the high throughput sub-network.

Fig. 2. Abstraction of a leaf-to-spine path in a Clos network (A) to a serial queuing system (B)

Table 2. Summary of Key Notations and Definitions in Scheduling Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notations</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_i$</td>
<td>Average data arrival rate in the $i$th leaf-to-spine path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_i$</td>
<td>Average data processing rate of the TOR port in the $i$th leaf-to-spine path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_i$</td>
<td>Average data arrival rate of the aggregate port in the $i$th leaf-to-spine path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_i$</td>
<td>Average data processing rate of the aggregate port in the $i$th leaf-to-spine path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>The number of the TOR and aggregate switches in a pod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_d$</td>
<td>The number of spine switches connected by each aggregate switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_i(t)$</td>
<td>The number of accumulated packets in the buffer of the $i$th leaf-to-spine path at time $t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G(t)$</td>
<td>The number of accumulated packets in the buffer of the end-to-end path chosen by the $i$th input port using HOLMES at time $t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G'(t)$</td>
<td>The number of the accumulated packets in the global least loaded leaf-to-spine path at time $t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{di}(t)$</td>
<td>The number of the accumulated packets on the TOR port of the $i$th leaf-to-spine path at time $t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{ai}(t)$</td>
<td>The number of the accumulated packets on the aggregate port of the $i$th leaf-to-spine path at time $t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g_{di}(t)$</td>
<td>The number of the accumulated packets on the TOR port of the global least loaded leaf-to-spine path at time $t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g_{ai}(t)$</td>
<td>The number of the accumulated packets on the aggregate port of the global least loaded leaf-to-spine path at time $t$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Stability Validation of HOLMES Scheduling Algorithm

We evaluate the stability of HOLMES flow scheduling algorithm. We simulate the scenario that DC traffic are scheduled in a DC with asymmetric network topology. We combine two different sized Clos networks, and construct an asymmetric DCN architecture. One of the Clos network consists of 2 leaf switches and 4 spine switches. The other is a Clos network with 5 and 4 leaf and spine switches,
respectively. 10 hosts are attached to each leaf switch. We concentrate on validating the stability of HOLMES flow scheduling algorithm, rather than the network partition mechanism in this scenario. Thus, we do not deploy the HOLMES network partition mechanism in the experiment and only execute the HOLMES flow scheduling algorithm.

**Fig. 3. Queue length changing trends of a DCN spine node’s ports under policies CONGA (A), length gradient based policy (B) and HOLMES (C)**

CONGA [10] and DRILL [13] are two load balancing solutions proven to be stable. Therefore, we compare them against HOLMES. All DC traffic is scheduled with the granularity of packet, and we focus on analyzing the stability of the three scheduling algorithms. When using the Power of Two Choices selections, we uniformly set $d=2$ and $m=1$. Similarly to the previous experiments, we deploy queue length as the load balance indicator to evaluate the overall load balancing condition of the DCN.

Figs. 4A-4C show the queue length changing trend of a specific leaf switch’s ports, under load balancing policies CONGA, DRILL and HOLMES. We can see from Fig. 4A that the queue length changing trends of all the ports in a leaf switch are almost overlapped under CONGA, indicating that the queue lengths of all the switch ports are almost the same at each time unit. Therefore, the load balancing condition under CONGA is optimal among all the three mechanisms, since CONGA makes each scheduling decision based on the global congestion information. Without considering the time used for obtaining congestion information, CONGA obtains the global optimal load balancing result.
Fig. 4B shows the queue length changing trends of the same leaf switch ports under DRILL. Different with the former results, we find fluctuations in the queue length changing curve. In other words, the length difference of the longest queue and the shortest queue is clear. The reason is that the use of (d, m) policy in DRILL reduces the scale of the solution space, and the local optimal solutions affect the load balancing condition of the DCN.

Fig. 4C shows the queue length changing trends of the same leaf switch ports under HOLMES scheduling algorithm. The fluctuations also exist in the curve of Fig. 4C, where the amplitude of the fluctuation is more obvious. This phenomenon is also caused by the use of (d, m) policy. Compared with DRILL, the global (d, m) policy used in HOLMES further limits the solution space, and exacerbates the fluctuations. However, although the fluctuations are more obvious when executing HOLMES flow scheduling algorithm, we can also find an upper bound (about 10 packets) of the fluctuation amplitude, indicating that the length difference of the shortest and the longest queue is not infinite in HOLMES. Hence, our HOLMES flow scheduling algorithm is stable during the whole scheduling period. Moreover, limiting the solution exploration space reduces the time used to obtain the congestion information and make HOLMES more efficient and applicable for large-scale data centers.

C. Adaptability for Heterogeneous

As discussed earlier, both the stochastic flow scheduling algorithm and the weighted traffic splitting solutions show good adaptability of heterogeneous congestion states. We now evaluate the adaptability of the two solutions.
We first theoretically compare the approximate adaptability of the two solutions. Consider a simple leaf-spine DCN topology with $N$ paths available between two racks. The loads of the $N$ paths (number of packets accumulated in the buffers) are unevenly distributed. We compare the adaptability of the two mechanisms under the linear distribution of path loads.

For analytical tractability, we assume that the amounts of packets accumulated in the buffer of each path are: 0, 1, 2..., $N-1$ and the buffer size of each path is also set to $N$. Next, we calculate the probabilities that one arrived packet is scheduled to the least loaded path under the (2, 1) policy as well as the weighted traffic splitting policy.

The probability $P_1$ that a packet is scheduled to the least loaded path under the $(d, m)$ policy ($d = 2, m = 1$) can be calculated as:

$$P_1 = \binom{d-1}{N-1} / \binom{d}{N} = \frac{2}{N} \quad (d = 2)$$

When deploying the weighted traffic splitting solution, the probability that one packet is assigned to a specific path is proportion to the available capacity of that path. Then, the probability that the packet chooses the least loaded path is:

$$P_2 = \frac{N}{N + (N-1) + (N-2) + ... + 1} = \frac{N}{\binom{N+1}{2}} = \frac{2}{N+1}$$

When the DCN scale is huge, the value of $N$ is large enough, and then the value of $P_1$ and $P_2$ are almost equal. Thus, the adaptability of the (2, 1) policy and the weighted traffic splitting policy for heterogeneous are almost the same when the path loads satisfy linear distributions. However, compared with the weighted solution that maintains the load status of all the $N$ paths, the storage complexity is dramatically reduced when using the stochastic flow scheduling mechanisms.

Next, we consider another scenario that the load distribution of the DCN paths shows stronger heterogeneity. Suppose the path loads satisfy exponential distribution and the amounts of spared buffers in $N$ paths are:

$$N, \frac{N}{2}, \frac{N}{4}, \frac{N}{2^3}, ..., \frac{N}{2^{N-1}}$$

Using the weighted traffic splitting policy, the probability that a packet chooses the least loaded path is:

$$P_2 = \frac{N}{N + N/2 + N/4 + N/2^3 + ... + N/2^{N-1}} = \frac{N}{2N - N/2^{N-1}} = \frac{1}{2} - \frac{1}{2^{N-1}}$$

On the other hand, when deploying the $(d, m)$ policy, the probability becomes:

$$P_1 = \binom{d-1}{N-1} / \binom{d}{N} = \frac{d}{N}$$

When $d = N/2$, we get:

$$P_1 \approx P_2 = \frac{1}{2}$$

Therefore, when the load conditions of the DC paths are heavily heterogeneous, the $(d, m)$ policy also needs to maintain plenty of load status information to keep its adaptability as good as the weighted
traffic splitting solutions. The stochastic scheduling mechanism does not show obvious advantages in this scenario.

The evaluations of the two approaches have also been made by some other researchers. Key et al [96] propose a coordinated solution that periodically samples again for new paths via random selection of stepping stone routers at the higher level, shifts the traffic load to the paths with the lowest loss rates (or lowest ECN rates, largest delays), then equates the marginal utility of its aggregate data rate to the loss rate on these “best” paths at the lower level. This approach can be considered as an improvement of the traditional weighted traffic splitting solutions, since it considers the real-time changes of the load states. Moreover, Key et al show that the approach outperforms the Power of Two Choices policy, and does almost as well as if each user saw the global list of the resources.

We simulate the execution process of the coordinate approach as well as the Power-of-Two-Choices algorithm on a same switch. Fig. 5 shows the changing trend of the overall switch load as the modeling factor (d) increases.

The load distribution of the switch ports is initialized exponentially in this experiment. We see from Fig. 6 that, as the value of d increases, the load condition of the switch is improved under the power of two choices policy ((d, m) policy); since a larger value of d increases the probability of choosing the lightest loaded output port. As we increase the value of d from 2 to 5, the power of two choices policy performs almost as well as the theoretical load optimal policy (d = 10), which validates our previous modeling results. On the contrary, when using the coordinated approach, the switch attains optimal performance when the value of d is small (d = 2) and the load state of the switch is almost as good as the theoretical load optimal policy. This simulation result is in accordance with the analysis in the literature. However, as the value of d increases, the load state of the switch becomes worse: when assigning d = 10, the load balancing condition of the switch under the coordinated policy is even worse than the (2, 1) policy.

Although the stochastic flow scheduling outperforms the weighted traffic splitting solution in most cases, it still has some limitations. The weighted traffic splitting solution maintains the load status of all the paths. It dynamically adjusts the value of each weight according to the current load status of each path (the static weight configuration has proven to be not applicable in [10]). However, when deploying the (d, m) policy, the value of d and m are constant after the initializations. Thus, when the values are not appropriately assigned, (d, m) policy will not perform as well as the weighted traffic splitting solutions. Hence, the HOLMES AI module is responsible for analyzing the overall heterogeneity degree of a DCN, and guiding the flow scheduling algorithm to set appropriate values of the algorithm factors (d and m). The detailed design and implementation of the HOLMES AI module is our future work.
D. Technical Challenges in Hardware Implementations

Some technical challenges need to be considered to implement HOLMES in real-world data centers. We now summarize these challenges in hardware implementations.

1) Handling the packet reordering

The flow scheduling algorithm in HOLMES can be implemented with different data granularities: per packet scheduling, per flow scheduling or some intermediate data sizes, e.g. flowcell [24], flowlet [10], etc. When using the TCP transmission protocol and implementing the per packet (or flowcell) scheduling, some studies have shown that this fine-grained traffic splitting techniques cause packet reordering and lead to severe TCP throughput degradations [23]. Therefore, the packet reordering problem needs to be considered when implementing the fine-grained HOLMES traffic scheduling algorithm. A viable solution is to deploy the JUGGLER network stack in data center traffic transmissions. JUGGLER exploits the small packet delays in datacenter networks and the inherent traffic bursts to eliminate the negative effects of packet reordering while keeping state for only a small number of flows at any given time. This practical reordering network stack is lightweight and can handle the packet reordering efficiently.

2) Design of DCN forwarding and state tables

The design of the forwarding and state tables is also a noteworthy challenge. An appropriate approach should cope with the small time budget as well as the small register usage. We now propose a viable design to implement the per-flow scheduling algorithms of HOLMES.

As shown in Fig. 6, a TOR switch maintains a flow table and a state table. The two tables work together to execute the load balancing policy attained from the SDN controller. Specifically, when a packet arrives, its flowID is hashed to map the packet to a flow table entry. If the table entry is valid, the packet is dispatched to the path indicated by the stored hash applied to the packet’s flow ID. On
the contrary, if the packet’s flowID is not maintained in the flow table, the TOR switch will look up the destination TOR ID in the state table. After that, the (d, m) policy is applied to compare the load states of the three candidate end-to-end paths to the destination TOR (r1_metric, r2_metric and r3_metric), and assign the packet to the optimal path. Two of the three end-to-end paths are randomly selected. The third one is the optimal path from the last selection. Finally, the flow ID and the hash of the chosen path will be inserted into the flow table.

The information of each table needs to be updated periodically to keep the real-time status of the traffic and paths. Thus, we associate an aging bit with each table entry. The aging bit of the flow table is responsible for marking inactive or idle flows: when a packet’s flow ID maps the information in the forwarding table, the aging bit is cleared to indicate that the flow entry is active. A timer process visits every table entry every aging timeout T1. When the timer process visits a table entry, it either turns on the aging bit or invalidates the entry if the aging bit is already on. In other words, T1 is the timeout threshold to age out inactive flows, which is proportional to the size of the scheduling unit e.g. per-flow, per-flowcell, etc. If the packet’s flow ID is not maintained in the flow table, the TOR switch will execute the (d, m) policy on the state table. Thus, T1 can also be considered as the time period to trigger the execution of the HOLMES scheduling algorithm. On the other hand, another timer process runs together with the aging bit of the state table to update the load status of each candidate end-to-end path. The timeout threshold to age out the old status information in the state table is set to T2. To ensure that the latest load state information is used when executing the (d, m) policy, the value of T1 and T2 should satisfy: T1 ≥ T2. Moreover, in most cases, the global congestion control signals deployed in the flow scheduling algorithms are the feedback signals from the receivers of the end-to-end paths. Thus, we further get: T1 ≥ T2 ≥ RTT. Key et al have suggested that the policy that periodically sampling a random path and retaining the best paths may perform well.

The periodically sampling of path congestion states in the state table makes the real-time collection of status information becomes a technical challenge. The state collection operations should not introduce obvious transmission overheads and performance penalties. Especially in the TCP incast scenarios where multiple source nodes transmit traffic at the same time to a common destination node, the state collection operations introduce additional traffic and are prone to cause DCN throughput collapse. A viable solution for collecting the real-time congestion status is deploying RepSYN as the signal to detect the load conditions of the multiple paths, as shown in [33]: before transmitting data among multi-rooted paths, multiple TCP connections are established; however, traffic is only transmitted using the first established connection and the other connections are ended immediately. The delay experienced by an SYN reflects the latest congestion condition of the corresponding path, and thus the congestion states can be collected. Moreover, this solution only replicates SYN packets to probe the network, which does not aggravate the TCP incast in a DCN.

The state table only needs to periodically maintain the congestion states of two randomly chosen paths and the congestion-optimal path in the latest time unit. Compared with some other congestion-aware solutions e.g., CONGA [10], RepFlow [32], the storage complexity has been dramatically optimized. In order to make the scheduling results of the (d, m) policy more effective, we choose the disjoint end-to-end paths (paths with different intermediate aggregate or spine switches) to avoid the scenario that the same local congestions is shared by multiple end-to-end paths. This implementation is applicable for more complex multi-tier Leaf-Spine topologies or asymmetric DCN topologies.

3) Dealing with the stale information

When implementing HOLMES scheduling algorithm with packet granularity, the transmission latency of a packet is so small that the information refresh rate in the state table cannot catch up with. Correspondingly, the load balancing algorithm has to use the stale information to make the scheduling
decisions. Mitzenmacher et al have pointed out that the delayed information leads to a herd behavior of the scheduling results: data will herd toward a previously light loaded path for much longer time than it takes to fulfill the path. Thus, another technical challenge is to deal with the stale information used in the load balancing algorithms.

To further discuss the effects of the stale information on the execution results of different scheduling policies, we design another experiment that evaluates the load balancing status of a same TOR switch under different state table timers. We simulate a scenario that traffic arrives at a TOR switch with a fixed rate (1 packet/time unit). The TOR switch contains 10 output ports with fixed data transmission rate (1 packet/8 time units). Two different timers are deployed to periodically update the information of the TOR state table (state information is updated every 5 or 20 time units respectively). We focus on evaluating the load balancing status of the same TOR switch under three different flow scheduling approaches in this experiment: (2, 1) policy, (5, 1) policy, as well as the deterministic policy (d = N = 10 in the definition of the (d, m) policy).

Figs. 7A, 7C and 7E show the changing trend of the TOR load balancing states under the deterministic policy, (2, 1) policy and (5, 1) policy respectively, when the state table is updated every 5 time units. As comparisons, Fig. 7B, 7D and 7F show the performance of the three policies with the state table updated every 20 time units. We analyze the effects of the stale information age to different scheduling policies.

Figs. 7A and 7B show the execution results of the deterministic scheduling policy when the refresh period of the state table is set to 5 or 20 time units respectively. We find from the two figures that, although the deterministic policy provides optimal performance using the perfect run-time state information, it suffers from the effects of the stale state information seriously. We see from Fig. 7A that even if the update period is set short (5 time units), the load states of the TOR ports show obvious herd phenomena: traffic will herd toward a previously light loaded port first; the next refresh of the state table will put the port high up the load list and the port will become light loaded again; then the path will be heavy loaded again after several time periods as the next herd sees that it is light loaded. From Fig. 7A we see that each TOR port’s load condition shows obvious periodically changing trend (heavy loaded, light loaded, heavy loaded, and so on), and this herd phenomenon is more obvious as the age of the stale state information increases. As shown in Fig. 7B, the amplitude of the fluctuation of each port’s load curve is impressively obvious compared with Fig. 7A: the maximum load of a port has increased from 5 packets to more than 15 packets. Compared with the other two approaches (shown in Fig. 7D and 7F), the load balancing condition under the deterministic policy becomes the worst as the age of the stale information increases. Thus, adaptability of the deterministic policy to the stale information is poor.

Theoretically, the load balancing condition of the TOR switch under (5, 1) policy is in second place among all the three approaches, when deploying the perfect run-time state information. Clearly, deploying a larger value of d in the (d, m) policy increases the probability of choosing the light loaded output port. However, compare Fig. 7E with Fig. 7C, we find that the TOR’s load balancing condition under (5, 1) policy (shown in Fig. 7E) does not outperforms the (2, 1) policy (shown in Fig. 7C) when using the short aged stale information. Moreover, compared with Fig. 7D and 7F, we find that as the age of the stale information increases, (2, 1) policy gradually outperforms (5, 1) policy. The experimental results reflect an issue that compared with the probability of choosing the optimal path, the adaptability for herd behavior becomes the dominant factor for performance optimization.

Comparing Fig. 7C with 7D, we see that increasing the age of the stale information does not affect the execution results of (2, 1) policy: the maximum load of a TOR port is still maintained less than 5 packets when the information update period increases from 5 time units to 20 time units. Comparing
Figs. 7B, 7D and 7F, we also find that (2, 1) policy performs best among all the three approaches when using the long aged stale information. The experimental results indicate that (2, 1) policy provides optimal adaptability for HOLMES with the stale information, especially when the age of the information is large. The main reason is that (2, 1) policy combines the advantages of both worlds: It deploys real load information to schedule traffic, yet rejects the herd behavior much more strongly than the other two approaches.

Besides adjusting the value of modeling factors, e.g. d, m, another applicable solution is to deploy the machine learning methods to predict the current load state based on the historical stale information. Fox et al [95] deploy queue length as the metric for load balancing and notice rapid oscillations in queue lengths, caused by the stale information. To overcome this limitation, they further change the manager stub to keep a running estimate of the change in queue lengths between successive reports and show that these estimations are sufficient to eliminate the oscillations. Dahlin [98] also estimates the job arrival rates and the age of the stale information, and proposes corresponding algorithms to balance the traffic load in a distributed system. Similar approaches can also be deployed in HOLMES, which estimate the current load states of different paths by analyzing the successive historical state information. This function will be realized in the HOLMES AI module, and will be another one of our future works.

Overall, the simulation experimental results validate the modeling results in Section IV. They show that HOLMES load balancing algorithm is stable and adaptable in heterogeneous DCNs.

6. CONCLUSION

This paper presents HOLMES, a novel DCN flow scheduling scheme, which tackles mixed (mice vs. elephants) data center traffic. Using a stochastic performance model, we first prove the necessity of isolating mice and elephants with a closed form. We then present the HOLMES architecture that partitions a DCN into high-throughput and low-latency sub-networks. We further design a stochastic and global congestion-aware load balancing algorithm that schedules the corresponding DC traffic to each sub-network. Simulation results show that HOLMES network partition policy can successfully eliminate the interference between the mouse and elephant data flows. Finally, we prove that HOLMES flow scheduling algorithm is stable and scalable for large-scale data centers.
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Fig. 7. Load states changing trend of 10 TOR ports under deterministic policy (A, B), (2, 1) policy (C, D) and (5, 1) policy (E, F) with different state table timer (T2=5, T2=20) respectively. The 10 ports are located on the same TOR switch.
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ABSTRACT

This study investigates the performances of several scheduling algorithms (Round Robin, maximum SNR and opportunistic Round Robin) in the Medium Access Control (MAC) layer of wireless network with cellular architecture. The spectral efficiency and fairness are two important metrics to evaluate the performance of wireless systems. The Nakagami-m distribution is a generalized way to model small scale fading and it can model various wireless fading channel conditions by changing the value of m parameter. The channel is assumed to be slow-fading and opportunistic beamforming scheme is used to enlarge the rate and dynamic range of channel fluctuations through the employment of multiple antennas at the base station. The MATLAB based Monte Carlo simulations are implemented to show the effects of the antenna number and m parameter of the Nakagami distribution. The obtained results show that the pure opportunistic max-SNR algorithm has a spectral efficiency advantage, even though it has a bad fairness characteristic in high number of users.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Wireless networks have been one of the fastest growing segments in the telecommunications industry, ever since the first one was introduced in 1970. Recently, the fast evolution of wireless technologies has enabled the high-speed data services and the demand for higher data rates is increasing exponentially with each passing day [1]. Today, the most important challenge for wireless systems is the limited availability of the radio frequency spectrum. Therefore, the spectral efficiency is a primary consideration in the design of future wireless communications systems. Over the last decades, many researchers have looked at various methods to improve the spectral efficiency of wireless systems [2, 3].

There are two types of wireless network architectures, cellular and ad hoc. The cellular architecture has evolved from mobile telephone systems and it has several potential advantages for future wireless networks because of its ability to operate using small transmission powers and
to increase the spatial reuse in the network. Besides, the ad hoc network is a noninfrastructure architecture, in which users communicate with each other through several hops of short distance transmissions. The ad hoc model is specifically designed to support the military and emergency operations [4, 5].

The cellular networks are organized with a base station (BS) which is responsible for controlling the access to the wireless channel and forwarding data to the intended user. The BS provides the connectivity among the users to efficiently and fairly dispense the available bandwidth. High spectral efficiency of a wireless cellular network can be achieved by allocating the system resources to the users opportunistically. The scheduling is a method that enables multiple users to share the system resources (time-slots, transmit power, bandwidth, etc.). In BS, the scheduler makes a decision on which users it is going to serve during the next transmission period. The scheduling algorithm is said to be opportunistic when it takes the channel quality into consideration before it takes a scheduling decision [6-8].

The key characteristic of the wireless channel is the fading due to the multipath propagation of the transmitted signal, which creates replicas of the transmitted signal that arrive at the receiver with different delays [9]. Due to the fading effect, the channel conditions of users have timevarying behaviour at a certain time and each user has different channel statistics. Therefore, different users experience different channel gains at a given time and this effect is called as multiuser diversity [10]. The utilization of multiuser diversity in a wireless cellular network can increase the information theoretic capacity by allowing opportunistic usage of the channel [11].

The statistical description of the radio channels is essential for wireless communication systems. There are several existing statistical channel models are used to in the literature describe the statistics of the multipath signals [12]. Rayleigh fading channel is an excellent approximation in a large number of practical scenarios when there is non-line of sight (NLOS) component present in received signal. Rician fading is suitable for the communication environment with LOS components. But, Nakagami-m fading offers more versatile channel model due to advantage of greater flexibility and accuracy in matching some experimental data than the Rayleigh and Rician channel models [13].

The multiuser diversity gains depend on the tail of the fading distribution and increases with the dynamic range of the channel fluctuations. But, in little scattering and/or slow fading environments, the dynamic range of channel fluctuations is very small. In these cases, a practical solution can be provided with the employment of multiple antennas at the BS to induce large and fast channel fluctuations artificially in the downlink channel. Such a beamforming scheme is called opportunistic beamforming since the BS randomly varies the amplitude and phase values of transmitted signals from the antennas at each time slot. So, the multiuser diversity can still be exploited [14].

This paper focus on the spectral efficiency of wireless links and the fairness of channel access in a cellular network by considering Nakagami-m fading as a model for the channel gains of users. The spectral efficiency is defined as the average transmitted data rate per unit bandwidth for a specified average transmit power and bit error rate (BER). The fairness refers to the equal allocation of network resources among the various users. The aim is demonstration of the effect of the different fading conditions over the spectral efficiency and fairness performances.
2. SYSTEM MODEL

The system of interest is a single cell of the cellular wireless network that consists of multiple users. The BS coordinates all data transmissions within its coverage range. The BS has access to the downlink channel, while uplink channel is shared among users. The downlink system model of the considered network setup is shown in Figure 1. The BS is equipped with M antennas and serving K users whereas each user is equipped with single antenna. The channels between the transmit antennas and the users experience fading paths which are modelled as i.i.d. Nakagamim fading channels. The channel between the kth user and the BS is denoted by $M \times 1$ vector $h_k = [h_{k,1} \ h_{k,2} \ ... \ h_{k,M}]^T$.

The BS forms the beam by choosing the $M \times 1$ random beamforming vector $w$ whose distribution is identical to the distribution of $h_k$ but normalized to keep the transmit power fixed, $w \sim h/||h||$.

The pilot signal $x(n)$ with power $E[x^2(n)] = P_t$ is transmitted from the BS to the users. The received signal $y_k(n)$ at the kth user may be written as

$$y_k(n) = \sqrt{P_t} (w^H h_k) x(n) + z_k(n)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $z_k(n)$ is the circularly symmetric, complex, additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with distribution $(0, \sigma^2)$. Note that, by randomly changing the beamforming vector $w$ at each time slot, the observed composite channel process of the kth user $(w^H h_k)$ changes from time-slot to time-slot due to the time-varying beamforming vector.

In order to simplify the analysis, we assume that the channel statistics of all the users are the same and the ratio of the transmit power to the noise variance ($P_t / \sigma^2$) is 1. So, without loss of generality, the path loss together with all the other powers is lumped into the channel process.
The quality of wireless links is usually measured by using signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) metric. Thus, with these assumptions, the SNR of the kth user can be written as

$$\gamma_k = w^H h_k h_k^H w.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The probability density function (P.D.F.) of the instantaneous SNR is given as

$$f_\gamma(\gamma) = \left( \frac{m}{\gamma} \right)^m \gamma^{m-1} \frac{e^{-m\gamma}}{\Gamma(m)}$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $\gamma$ is the average SNR of the received signal, $m$ called as Nakagami parameter and $\Gamma(.)$ denotes the Gamma function [13]. The phase $\Phi$ of the Nakagami fading is uniformly distributed over $[0, 2\pi]$. Then, the corresponding cumulative distribution function (C.D.F.) is expressed as:

$$F_\gamma(\gamma) = 1 - \frac{\Gamma\left(m, \frac{m}{\gamma}\right)}{\Gamma(m)}$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $\Gamma(\cdot, \cdot)$ denotes the lower incomplete gamma function [13].

The Nakagami-m distribution is a generalized distribution that can be used to model fading environments by changing the value of $m$ parameter. Rayleigh P.D.F. is obtained for $m = 1$ as a special case, one-sided Gaussian P.D.F. is described by $m = \frac{1}{2}$ and the non-fading situation corresponds to $m \to \infty$. The Nakagami fading model is also able to cover severe ($\frac{1}{2} \leq m \leq 1$) and weak ($m > 1$) channel conditions than Rayleigh fading model [15].

### 3. SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS

In cellular wireless networks, the channel allocation task is organized by a scheduler runs on the BS. The users send request to BS and the requests are processed according to medium access control (MAC) protocol. Clearly, the MAC protocol determines the channel access strategy with predefined scheduling algorithm. Behind the fading channel, another important problem, the spectral efficiency of the wireless channel is also influenced by the packet collision due to the simultaneous transmissions of multiple users. In order to provide a collision-free scheduling scheme, it is assumed that only a single node can use the channel at a certain time-slot. The most of the existing MAC protocols use the time division multiple access (TDMA) mechanism where the time axis is divided into equal-sized time-slots. The scheduling algorithm selects a single user at a certain time-slot.

In general, scheduling algorithms can be classified as opportunistic, semi-opportunistic and nonopportunistic. Opportunistic algorithms maximize the spectral efficiency at the expense of full feedback from all the users. The BS requires the channel state information (CSI) from all the users to make a scheduling decision on which users it is going to serve during the next time-slot. The downlink channels can be easily estimated by users via pilot signal broadcast, but uplink channels need feedback transmissions from all users. Based on the collected CSI through feedback channel, the BS makes notifies the all users about the assigned user which access the
channel alone. But, the excessive feedback overhead increases the delay which degrades the performance of bandwidth-intensive and time-critical applications. Unlike, the nonopportunistic algorithms simply assign the time-slots to users as independent from their instantaneous channel conditions. This type strategy does not require CSI feedback, but it does not offer multiuser diversity gain with spectral efficiency advantage. Between them, the semiopportunistic algorithms remove the feedback overhead with a slight loss in the spectral efficiency.

This study focuses on three scheduling algorithms which have different characteristics. In literature, these scheduling algorithms are named as round robin, maximum SNR and opportunistic round robin. In non-opportunistic Round Robin (RR) algorithm, the time-slots are allocated to the users in a sequential fashion regardless of their channel conditions. The maximum SNR (max-SNR) algorithm always selects the user with the best channel quality in an opportunistic approach. Finally, in opportunistic round robin (ORR) algorithm, the best user among all is chosen for the first time-slot. At the next time-slot, this user taken out of the competition and the best out of the remaining users is selected for channel assignment. This procedure is repeated until the last time-slot in a round, where the latter user is scheduled. The ORR algorithm ensures the constraint that the K number of users should get exactly one timeslot each within the same round as well as the RR algorithm [16].

The spectral efficiency and fairness of wireless cellular networks are depending on the selected scheduling algorithm in MAC layer. The spectral efficiency is a function of the average SNR of users that access to the channel and the fairness is related with the priority of the scheduler. In RR algorithm, the P.D.F. of assigned users is given by equation (3). So, the spectral efficiency $\Psi_{RR}$ is expressed as follows:

$$\Psi_{RR} = \int_{0}^{\infty} \log_{2}(1+\gamma)f_{\gamma}(\gamma)d\gamma = \left(\frac{m}{\gamma}\right)^{m} \frac{1}{\Gamma(m)} \int_{0}^{\infty} \log_{2}(1+\gamma)\gamma^{m-1}e^{-\frac{\gamma}{m}} d\gamma .$$

(5)

In max-SNR algorithm, the spectral efficiency $\Psi_{\text{max-SNR}}$ can be formulated using a stochastic framework by using the P.D.F. and C.D.F. expressions in equation (3) and (4), respectively:

$$\Psi_{\text{max-SNR}} = \int_{0}^{\infty} \log_{2}(1+\gamma)f_{\gamma}(\gamma)d\gamma = K \int_{0}^{\infty} \log_{2}(1+\gamma) F_{\gamma}^{k-1}(\gamma) f_{\gamma}(\gamma)d\gamma .$$

(6)

In this formulation, the $f_{\gamma}(\gamma)$ term denotes the SNR of selected user with maximum channel quality among all users.

On the other hand, in the ORR algorithm, the spectral efficiency $\Psi_{\text{ORR}}$ has a more complex formulation due to its iterative form as expressed below:

$$\Psi_{\text{ORR}} = \int_{0}^{\infty} \log_{2}(1+\gamma)f_{\gamma}(\gamma)d\gamma = \frac{1}{K} \int_{0}^{\infty} \log_{2}(1+\gamma) \sum_{i=1}^{K} k F_{\gamma}^{k-1}(\gamma) f_{\gamma}(\gamma)d\gamma .$$

(7)
In this formulation, the \( f_y^r(\gamma) \) term denotes the SNR of selected user with maximum channel quality among users in still competition with others. The complicated form of the spectral efficiency formulations in equation (5), (6) and (7) makes it difficult to find a closed form solution. These expressions can be calculated numerically and the details of the closed form solutions are beyond the scope of this paper.

Finally, the fairness is defined by how equally the channel assignments are allocated to users. The Jain’s fairness index (JFI) is frequently used to measure fairness of different scheduling algorithms in wireless networks. By considering the time-slot allocation JFI is defined as follows:

\[
I_{JFI} = \frac{\left( \sum_{k=1}^{K} p_k \right)^2}{K \sum_{k=1}^{K} p_k^2}
\]

where \( p_k \) is the number of assigned time-slots to user \( k \) in a round [17].

4. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this study, the performance of mentioned scheduling algorithms is investigated in terms of spectral efficiency and fairness over generalized Nakagami-m fading channel. The MATLAB software is used to present the statistical (Monte Carlo) simulation results of investigated scheduling algorithm’s performances. The obtained results are shown for both 2 × 1 and 4 × 1 antenna configurations over Nakagami-0.6, Nakagami-1 and Nakagami-3 cases separately. In Monte Carlo simulations, the number of iterations is chosen as 1000 to achieve an acceptable convergence and the number of time slots in an iteration is taken as the number of users in the network. It is assumed that the channel is frequency flat, block fading and the channel vector \( h_k \) remains constant during a fixed number of time-slots called one frame and changes between different frames independently. The average SNR is assumed to be the same for all users, while the instantaneous SNR values of users depend on the channel fading realization in each frame.

Fig. 2 shows the spectral efficiency performance of scheduling algorithms in 2 × 1 antenna configuration. The max-SNR algorithm has the best spectral efficiency, while the RR algorithm has the worst. In max-SNR algorithm, the spectral efficiency increases for larger numbers of users. It is meaning that there exists a favorable user whose instantaneous channel vector matches the beamforming vector and who can maximize the received SNR. Note that, in max-SNR algorithm, when the value of \( m \) parameter increases, the spectral efficiency performance decreases due to the insufficient multiuser diversity gain. But, the spectral efficiency performance increases with the increasing \( m \) values in RR and ORR algorithms. Because, the LOS component plays dominant role for \( m > 1 \) and it is possible to get better signal from the BS. The spectral efficiency of RR algorithm is independent from the number of users.
The fairness of scheduling algorithms in $2 \times 1$ antenna configuration is shown by Fig. 3 for different $m$ values. It means that the higher value of JFI implies higher fairness in channel assignment. The RR and ORR algorithms have the best fairness ($JFI = 1$) and the max-SNR algorithm has the worst fairness performance. It is clearly shown that the fairness of the pure opportunistic max-SNR algorithm decreases with the increasing user numbers. Note also that, the increasing $m$ values make a positive effect and slightly improve the fairness of max-SNR algorithm.

In order to assess the effect of adding more antennas at the BS, the spectral efficiency and fairness comparisons are repeated for $4 \times 1$ antenna configuration. As shown in Fig. 4, evaluated algorithms have similar characteristics as in $2 \times 1$ setup. It is observed that increasing the number
of antennas at the BS does not increase the spectral efficiency in max-SNR algorithm for $m=1$ (Rayleigh channel) and $m=3$ cases. The max-SNR algorithm has better spectral efficiency than $2 \times 1$ configuration in $m=0.6$ case. Despite that, the employment of more antennas positively affects the ORR algorithm for all $m$ values. Fig. 5 shows the fairness performance of scheduling algorithms in $4 \times 1$ configuration. As seen from this plot, the fairness performance of max-SNR algorithm can be improved by using more antennas at the BS for all $m$ values.

Figure 4. Spectral efficiency of scheduling algorithms in $4 \times 1$ antenna configuration for different $m$ values.

Figure 5. Fairness of scheduling algorithms in $4 \times 1$ antenna configuration for different $m$ values.
5. CONCLUSION

This study presents a performance analysis of the scheduling algorithms for wireless cellular networks in a Nakagami-m fading channel conditions. It was shown that the max-SNR scheduling algorithm provides a better spectral efficiency performance at the cost of unfairness among the users, while the RR and ORR algorithms guarantees the maximum user fairness at the cost of the performance loss in term of spectral efficiency.
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ABSTRACT

While formal specification is regarded as an effective means to capture accurate requirements and design, validation of the specifications remains a challenge. Specification animation has been proposed to tackle the challenge, but lacking an effective representation of the input/output data in the animation can considerably limit the understanding of the animation by clients. In this paper, we put forward a tool supported technique for visualization of the input/output data of processes in SOFL formal specifications. After discussing the motives of our work, we describe how data of each kind of data type available in the SOFL language can be visualized to facilitate the representation and understanding of input/output data. We also present a supporting tool for the technique and a case study to demonstrate the usability and effectiveness of our proposed technique. Finally, we conclude the paper and point out the future research directions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Formal specification has proved to be effective to help capture accurate requirements and design in software development if used properly together with practical engineering approaches [1]. While this can considerably contribute to the communication between the developers in a software project, it may not effectively facilitate the communication between the developer and the client due to the fact that mathematical expressions in the formal specification can be difficult for the client to understand in general. Therefore, a potential risk that the formal specification may not correctly and completely define what the client really wants will eventually affect the reliability of the software.

To tackle this problem, formal specification animation has been proposed [2]. The common characteristic of the existing animation techniques is to use test data (also called animation data) to dynamically demonstrate the input-output relation for operations defined in the specification. Compared to the reading and understanding technique, animation is proved to be more effective in validating formal specifications against the client’s requirements [3][4]. However, our experience and study suggest that the effect of specification animation is rather limited due to the fact that input and output data with complex structures can be difficult to comprehend during
animation. Without resolving this limitation, specification animation would be difficult to be transferred to industry for realistic software developments.

In this paper, the researchers put forward a tool supported visualization of input and output data of operations in formal specifications. The proposed visualization technique can be widely applicable to model-based formal notations, such as VDM-SL, Z, and Event-B, SOFL has been chosen, standing for Structured Object-Oriented Formal Language, as the formal notation in our discussions, partly because SOFL has been used in various joint software projects with industry and partly because SOFL offers a comprehensible way to use formal specifications in practical software development.

Our major contributions in this paper are twofold. One is the design of a visualized representation of each type of data provided in the SOFL language. Such a visualization aims to facilitate the expression of the data in a graphical user interface (GUI). The other is the implementation of a software tool supporting the visualization and animation of a single operation called process in SOFL.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly introduce the background and related work. Section III discusses the design of visualized representation of various data types. Section IV briefly explain how the visualized representation can be utilized in a single process animation. Section V presents the tool researchers have built to support the proposed technique. Section VI gives a small case study to demonstrate its usability. Finally, in Section VII, we conclude the paper and put forward some future research directions.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED RESEARCH

In SOFL, a process performs an action, task, or operation that takes input and produces output. Figure 1 shows a simple form of a process. The process is composed of five parts: name, input port, output port, pre-condition and post-condition. The name of the process always puts in the center of the box. The input port in the left part of the box receives the input data flows and the output port in the right part of the box used to connect output date flows. The pre-condition in the upper part of the box is a condition which the inputs are required to meet, and the post-condition in the lower part of the box is a condition which the outputs are required to satisfy [1].

![Figure 1. A simple process](image)

Briefly, the process transforms the input data flows to the output data flows. The animation of the process will show the procedure of how the input data flows could transform to output data flows. But in the visualization process, input and output data flows are often composed of a number of complex data types which is difficult for user to understand. Therefore, the effect of animation is quite limited. Without solving this problem, the animation of a process in SOFL formal specifications will be difficult to put into use in industry.
3. RELATED WORK

Formal specification animation attracts a few developers since it provides an effective way to help people especially for simple users to understand the features defined by formal specifications. It helps people to verify whether the specification is consistent with their intended requirements. In this section, we introduce some related work on formal specification animation.

The most common idea of animation is, transforming the specification into one kind of program language. Several animation tools are built based on the specification transformation. PiZA [5] is an animator for Z formal specification. It translates Z specifications into Prolog to generate output variables.

Tim Miller and Paul Strooper introduced a framework for animating model-based specification by using testgraphs [6]. The framework provides a testgraph editor for users to edit testgraphs, and then derive sequences for animation by traversing the testgraph. Gargantini and Riccobene proposed an automatic driven approach to animating formal specifications in Parnas’ SCR tabular notation [7]. An important feature of this work is the adoption of a model checker to help find counter-examples that contain a state not satisfying the property to be established by animation.

Liu and Wang introduced an animation tool called SOFL Animator for SOFL specification animation [8]. It provides syntactic level analysis and semantic level analysis of a specification. When performing animation, the tool will automatically translate the SOFL specification into Java program segments, and then use some test case to execute the program.

Li and Liu proposed a novel animation approach called Automatic Functional Scenarios-based Animation. This approach uses data as connection among independent operations involved in a specific behavior to “execute” specifications, and does not translate them to program. Researchers explain how to generate necessary data for animation by modifying an automatic operation function scenario-based test case generation method, and present a case study of applying this animation approach to SOFL specification [9].

4. DESIGN IN DATA TYPES

Data types are essential for specifications because they provide a notation for defining data structures used in specifications [1]. It is crucially important to show a variety of data types with proper kinds of visual interface to make the user understand the input and output accurately. Different data types usually represent data with different structure, quantity, and meaning. For the user, the operators defined on the data types are not interesting, the research team therefore decide to ignore them and focus on the structures and values of the data of various types. Researchers design a visual expression for each of the data types in SOFL to facilitate the user in understanding the structure and meaning for each data type accurately and rapidly. Below the definition of each data type will be presented and then its best manifestations will be explored.

4.1 Numeric, Character and Boolean Types

Numeric, Character and Boolean types are basic data types in SOFL. Numeric types contain nat0, nat, int and real representing natural numbers including zero, natural numbers without zero, integers and real numbers, respectively. The character type is the atomic unit for constructing identifiers, operators and delimiters for separating different parts in a specification and contains all characters of the SOFL character set. The boolean type contains only two values: true and false.
Those basic data types are also very easy to read just by their values. So, in the design of visualization researchers suggest to directly show the value of each types.

### 4.2 Enumeration Type

An enumeration type is a data type consisting of a finite set of special values called elements, members, enumerals or enumerators of the type, usually with the feature of describing a systematic phenomenon [10]. A variable that has been declared as having an enumeration type can be assigned any of the enumerators as a value. For example, the seven days of a week can be seven enumerators named Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, belonging to an enumerated type named Week. Here is an example of an enumeration of Week in SOFL:

$$Week = \{<\text{Sunday}>, <\text{Monday}>, <\text{Tuesday}>, <\text{Wednesday}>, <\text{Thursday}>, <\text{Friday}>, <\text{Thursday}>\}$$

Actually, an enumeration looks like a finite set, so showing the value by a list in visualization is quite convenient. In view of this idea, the Week can be showed like Figure 2.

![Figure 2. Visualization style for enumeration Week](image)

### 4.3 Set Type

A set is an unordered collection of distinct objects where each object is known as an element of the set, without any particular order, and no repeated values. In SOFL, a set value of a set type used for process animation is usually finite. For example, a set of programing language names can be:

```
{"Java", "Pascal", "C", "C++", "Fortran"}.
```

Similar to the Enumeration Type, researchers also show the value by a list in visualization as shown in Figure 3. In the design of visualization, researchers focus on the two restrictions: no repeated values and finite quantity. User must give the exact quantity of the items while defining the set, and the tool could remove the repeated values entered by users automatically.
4.4 Sequence and String Type

A sequence is an ordered collection of objects that allows duplications of objects. The difference between sequence and set is that items in a sequence is ordered and allowing element duplication.

Here is an example showing a sequence of natural numbers:

\[5, 15, 15, 5, 35\]

The visualization of sequence is shown in Figure 4. Researchers add a number at the beginning of each line to show its order.

String is a type which classify all sequences composed of characters. For example, the following is a string value:

`university`

Although a string is a sequence, it is better to display it directly as a whole, from the user-friendly point of view.

4.5 Composite and Product Type

A composite type is a data type which can be constructed using the primitive data types and other composite types [11]. In SOFL, the general format of a composite type is:

\[
\text{composed of} \\
\hspace{1em} f_1: T_1 \\
\hspace{1em} f_2: T_2
\]
... 
\[ f_n: T_n \]
\end

where \( f_i \) (\( i=1\ldots n \)) are variables called fields and \( T_i \) are their types.

Each field is intended to represent an attribute of a composite object of the type. For example, Account can be declared as a composite type of three fields:

\[
\text{Account} = \text{composed of} \\
\text{account_no: nat} \\
\text{password: nat} \\
\text{balance: real} \\
\end
\]

Unlike those previous data types, using only values or lists is not sufficient to present an intuitive visualization that is easily accepted by the user. In this respect researchers learn from the concept of many UI design called tab, with different tabs to show different components. So no matter it is simple type or composed type, all can be composed into a compound data of a composed type with perfect visualization as shown in Figure 5.

![Figure 5. Visualization style for Composite type: Account](image)

A product type defines a set of tuples with a fixed length. A tuple is composed of a list of values of possibly different types. In SOFL, a product type could be defined as:

\[
T = T_1 * T_2 * \ldots * T_n \\
\]

where \( T_1, T_2, \ldots, T_n \) are \( n \) types.

For example, type Date is declared as

\[
\text{Date} = \text{nat0} * \text{nat0} * \text{nat0} \\
\]

The same visualization can be used as in composed type to present, and for simple types like Date, it can be designed as shown in Figure 6.
In this case, it is no need to use tabs since all composed type in Date are non-composed types.

### 4.6 Map Type

A map, associative array, symbol table, or dictionary is an abstract data type composed of a collection of (key, value) pairs, such that each possible key appears at most once in the collection [12]. A map describes a mapping between two sets. In SOFL, a map is represented with a notation similar to the set notation but use a symbol -> to connect two sets:

\[
\{a_1 \rightarrow b_1, a_2 \rightarrow b_2, \ldots, a_n \rightarrow b_n\}
\]

In SOFL, there are two restrictions in map types. One is that all the keys cannot be identical; another is that sets of keys and values are finite. The map type emphasizes the association or correspondence from key to value, and can be considered as a set for each association. So researchers use arrows to represent each set of associations in visualization, while associations use a list similar to set. For example, a map could be defined from twelve months to numbers like:

\[
\{January \rightarrow 1, February \rightarrow 2, March \rightarrow 3, April \rightarrow 4, May \rightarrow 5, June \rightarrow 6, July \rightarrow 7, August \rightarrow 8, September \rightarrow 9, October \rightarrow 10, November \rightarrow 11, December \rightarrow 12\}
\]

And it can designed as Figure 7.

### 4.7 Union Type

A union is a value that may have any of several representations or formats within the same position in memory; or it is a data structure that consists of a variable that may hold such a value [13]. In other words, a union type definition will specify which of a number of permitted
primitive types may be stored in its instances, e.g., “float or long integer”. Contrast with a record (or structure), which could be defined to contain a float and an integer; in a union, there is only one value at any given time. In SOFL, a union type constituted of types could be declared as:

\[ T = T_1 | T_2 | \ldots | T_n \]

where \( T_1, T_2, \ldots, T_n \) denote \( n \) types.

Since union types are constituted from other different types, they can presented by using visualizations in those types.

4.8 Classes

Class types are common in most object-orient programming languages as extensible types for creating objects, providing initial values for state (member variables) and implementations of behavior (member functions or methods) [14]. In SOFL, a class is a user-defined type, which defines a collection of objects with the same features. The features of objects include attributes, describing their data resources, and operations offering the means for manipulating their data resources and providing functional services for other objects.

In computer science, Unified Modeling Language (UML) is often used to express classes, but users usually merely treat a class as a composite type, so researchers design its visual expression the same as that of composite types.

5. DESIGN IN SYSTEM LOGIC

In SOFL formal specifications, people often use Condition Data Flow Diagram (CDFD) to model how processes work. In the design of main interface, researchers consider the similar style of a process and put data in two ports at each side of the process which could be shown or edited by users, as illustrated in Figure 8.

![Figure 8. Main interface](image)

Since the space of the main surface are limited, it only shows the concept of input / output data. When the user clicks on the items, the details will be shown in a pop-up box (Figure 9). For input port, the user could add or remove the quantity, types of data and view or edit the values of them. Output port is similar, but the user could only view the values. In the pop-up box, multiple variables are listed, and those composed types will be folded. User could see the detail when clicking to unfold (Figure 10).
In the design of network applications, there are mainly two kinds of system architecture. One is called Client-Server (C/S) model which is a distributed application structure that partitions tasks or workloads between servers and clients. The other one is the called Browser-Server (B/S) model which relies on the web technique and is widely used in many systems. By using the browser, users can send requests to server and get response from server by web pages [15].
For a software system, whether choosing B/S or C/S mainly depends on the scene of the user. C/S model is more suitable for those frequently used, complex software programs. B/S model is more suitable for those who are lightweight, for ordinary users of the application. For this tool, researchers choose B/S model to implement since the features for users are simple and publishing for developers are convenient. Software using C/S model always takes long steps for installation or updating which brings terrible user experience. In addition, software using B/S model could be executed in more platforms than C/S model.

The tools utilized for the implementation of our tool could be divided into front-end tools and back-end tools. In front-end, webpack was used for package management and bootstrap for style designing. In back-end, Django was used for data communication and feature realization.

6.1 Webpack
Webpack is a static module bundler for modern JavaScript applications. When webpack processes your application, it recursively builds a dependency graph that includes every module your application needs, then packages all of those modules into one or more bundles [16]. It is an open-source JavaScript module bundler and takes modules with dependencies and generates static assets representing those modules [17].

6.2 Bootstrap
Bootstrap is a free and open-source front-end library for designing websites and web applications. It contains HTML- and CSS-based design templates for typography, forms, buttons, navigation and other interface components, as well as optional JavaScript extensions. Unlike many web frameworks, it concerns itself with front-end development only [18].

6.3 Django
Django is a free and open-source web framework, written in Python, which follows the model-view-template (MVT) architectural pattern. It is maintained by the Django Software Foundation (DSF), an independent organization established as a 501(c)(3) non-profit [19].

Django’s primary goal is to ease the creation of complex, database-driven websites. Django emphasizes reusability and “pluggability” of components, rapid development, and the principle of don’t repeat yourself. Python is used throughout, even for settings files and data models. Django also provides an optional administrative create, read, update and delete interface that is generated dynamically through introspection and configured via admin models.

7. CASE STUDY
In order to show the effect of our solution, a simple process of bank transfer system was designed to show its animation. The main feature is transferring money from one account to another. The structure of an account is defined as:

```plaintext
Account = composed of
  account_no: nat
  password: nat
  balance: real
end
```
In this process, two accounts have been created, one is for transferor named transfer_out, and another is for transferee named transfer_in. Then a transfer process has been created, include the account number of transferor, the account no of transferee, the password and the amount. The process is specified as:

\[
\text{process Transfer (transfer_out: Account | transfer_in: Account | } \\
\text{transfer_out_account_no: nat, transfer_in_account_no: nat,} \\
\text{transfer_out_password: nat0, transfer_amount: real) } \\
\text{transfer_out: Account | transfer_in: Account | transfer_result: bool} \\
\text{pre (transfer_out_password = transfer_out.password and } \\
\text{transfer_amount <= transfer_out.balance)} \\
\text{post (transfer_out.balance = ~transfer_out.balance - transfer_amount and } \\
\text{transfer_in.balance = ~transfer_in.balance + transfer_amount)} \\
\text{end_process}
\]

The structures can be saw from the process that there are 3 input ports and 3 output ports as shown in Figure 11. In the input port of transfer_out and transfer_in, there is only one variable whose type is Account in each port. In the input port of transfer_session, there are four variables including the account numbers of transferor, the account numbers of transferee, the password and the transfer amount. Output ports are similar.

Figure 11. The ports in process Transfer

We entered all the ports in this process to our tool and could see the user interface as illustrated in Figure 12.
Then we entered each of the ports. After clicking each port, we can add variables and values as we defined in the specification. We get a user interface shown in Figures 13 – 15.

Figure 13. The user interface of the input port: transfer_out
Figure 14. The user interface of the input port: *transfer_in*

Figure 15. The user interface of the input port: *transfer_session*

After finishing all the input data, we could run the script to animate the process. Then we can check the result from the output port. In the case study, we could see the ports like Figures 16 – 18.
Let’s briefly analyze the implementation process. First, the password in transfer_session is the same as the password in transfer_out, and the transfer_amount is lower than the balance of transfer_out, so the process begins to execute the transferring steps. We can see the differences between Figure 13 and Figure 16 that the balance of account transfer_out has been reduced and between Figure 14 and Figure 17 that the balance of account transfer_in has been increased. Then from Figure 18 we get the transfer_result, the transferring has been successfully executed.
8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, researchers provided an approach to animating the data types in formal specifications. Researchers focus on single process and try to show all its ports and variables in an intuitive user interface. Researchers analyzed and design the suitable styles to display the data contained in variables. Users could understand what the process is doing by tracking the changes of the values. In the meanwhile, users could enter their own test cases to observe the executing results. This could help user to validate the specification against the user’s requirements accurately.

In the future, researchers will continue to finish the module of verification of pre-condition and post-condition. This could help people to verify whether their inputs meet the pre-condition and the outputs satisfy the post-condition. After completing this functionality, the automatic animation of processes will be more integral.
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ABSTRACT

SysML activity diagrams are often used as models for software systems and its correctness is likely to significantly affect the reliability of the implementation. However, how to effectively verify the correctness of SysML diagrams still remains a challenge. In this paper, we propose a testing-based formal verification (TBFV) approach to the verification of SysML diagrams, called TBFV-M, by creatively applying the existing TBFV approach for code verification. We describe the principle of TBFV-M and present a case study to demonstrate its feasibility and usability. Finally, we conclude the paper and point out future research directions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) [1] is often applied to develop large scale software systems in order to effectively ensure their reliability and to reduce the cost for testing and verification. The systems modelling language SysML [2, 3] can support effective use of MBSE due to its well-designed mechanism for creating object-oriented models that incorporate not only software, but also people, material and other physical resources. In MBSE, SysML models are often used as the design for code. Therefore, its correctness in terms of meeting the users’ requirements becomes critical to ensure the high reliability of the code. Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge from the literature, there are few tools to support the verification of SysML models [4, 5] in particular rigorous ways of verification.

Testing-Based Formal Verification (TBFV) proposed by Liu [6-8] shows a rigorous, systematic, and effective technique for the verification and validation of code. Its primary characteristic is the integration of the specification-based testing approach and Hoare logic for correctness proof of code to guarantee the correctness of all the traversed program paths during testing. The advantage of TBFV is its potential and capability of achieving full automation for verification through testing. However, the current TBFV is mainly designed for sequential code in which all of the details are formally expressed, and there is no research on applying it to verify SysML models yet. In this paper, we discuss how the existing TBFV can be applied to SysML models for their verification and we use TBFV-M (testing-based formal verification for models) to represent the newly developed approach. Since SysML Activity Diagrams can model the systems dynamic behaviour and describe complex control and parallel activities, which are similar to code but with additional constructs such as parallel execution, our discussion in this paper focuses on the activity diagrams.
The essential idea of TBFV-M is as follows. All of the functional scenarios are first extracted from a given formal specification defining the users’ requirements where each functional scenario defines a meaningful functional behaviour of the system. Meanwhile, test paths are generated from corresponding SysML Activity Diagrams waiting to be verified. Then, test paths are matched with functional scenarios by comparing the collection of decision condition of each test path and the guard condition of the functional scenario. After this, the pre-condition of the test path is automatically derived by applying the assignment axiom in Hoare logic based on the functional scenario. Finally, the implication of the pre-condition of the specification in conjunction with the guard condition of the functional scenario to the derived pre-condition of the path is verified through automatic proof or testing to determine whether the path contains bugs. The details of this approach will be discussed from Section 5.

The remainder of the article will detail the TBFV-M method. Section 2 presents related work we have referenced. Section 3 introduces the Testing-Based Formal Verification technique for the verification and validation of code. Section 4 mainly details the whole development process of using Model-Based Systems Engineering and the application scenarios of TBFV-M method. Section 5 characterizes the definitions of basic terms and concepts and section 6 describes the principle of TBFV-M, showing the core technology of TBFV-M. Section 7 uses one case study to present the key point of TBFV-M. Finally, The details of the implementation of the algorithm are presented in Section 8. Section 9 concludes the paper.

2. RELATED WORK

In this section, we briefly review the existing work related to our study. For the sake of space, we focus on those we have referenced during our research. We divide the related work into four different parts, including testing-based verification, requirements verification, verification using Hoare Logic and test case generation.

Considering the shortcoming of formal verification based on Hoare logic being hard to automate, Liu proposed the TBFV (Testing-Based Formal Verification) method by combining specification-based testing with formal verification [6]. This method not only take the advantage of full automation for testing, but also the efficiency of error detection with formal verification. Liu also designed a group of algorithms [9] for test cases generation from formal specification written in SOFL [10]. A supporting tool [8] is also developed. These efforts have significantly improved the applicability of formal verification in industrial settings.

Franco Raimondi [11] addressed the problem of verifying planning domains written in the Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL). First, he translated test cases into planning goals, then verified planning domains using the planner. A tool PDVer is also generated. In this paper, testing is also used during verification and the effectiveness and the usability is improved.

Stefano Marrone [12, 13] designed a Model-Driven Engineering approach, in which formal models are constructed and test cases are generated from UML model, utilizing UML profiles and model transformation algorithms, automatically. As they claimed, formal models can be used for quantitative analysis of non-functional properties, while test cases can be used for model checking. A railway signalling example is shown to introduce its integration, usability and reduction of manual activities.

Feng Liang [14] proposed a vVDR (Virtual Verification of Designs against Requirements) approach for verifying a system with its requirement. In his research, the system is modeled in Modelica, and requirement verification scenarios are specified in ModelicaML, an UML profile and a language extension for Modelica. vVDR approach guarantees that all requirements can be
verified by running this scenario automatically. However, the deficiency appears when the number of requirements and scenarios increase.

Ralf Sasse [15] designed a tool called Java+ITP to verify a subset of the Java language. During the verification process, Maude-based continuation passing style (CPS) is used to rewrite the logical semantics of Java, and they also developed CPS-based Hoare Logic rules to justify the correctness of the rewritten fragment. Ralf Sassi’s tool provides an extensibility of Hoare logics, but exceptions and objects should be considered in the future research.

Magnus O. Myreen [16] used Hoare Logic to deal with machine code. They designed a mechanized Hoare-style programming logic framework to accommodate the restrictions and features present in real machine-code, such as finite memory, data and code in the same memory space. ARM machine-code now can be verified using the proposed logic.

Jonathan Lasalle [17] utilized the existing UML/OCL Model-Based Test generation tool, Smartesting Test DesignerTM. He designed rewriting rules to translate a SysML model into an equivalent UML model. The advantage of this process is that we can use the existing UML tools to handle the SysML model.

Ashalatha Nayak [18] introduced an approach to transform the particular Activity Diagram into a model that can be used for testing, called ITM, based on its structure characteristics. The advantage of using ITM is that it can simplify the process of extracting and analyzing test scenarios based on the coverage criteria. However, it also has limitations on processing unstructured Activity Diagram because the unstructured Activity Diagrams shape is out of structure.

Oluwatolani Oluwagbemi [19] proposed a new concept called activity ow tree (AFT) and it can store the information obtained by traversing the activity diagram. Then, AFT is used as an intermediate expression to generate test cases automatically. They designed the transformation and generation algorithm and compared their achievement with the work done by the predecessors.

Inspired by Liu’s work, we apply and extend the TBFV approach to models and propose the TBFV-M. A model is more intuitive than a formal specification because it requires less relevant background knowledge and is easier to communicate with customers. TBFV approach shows the treatment of code, while TBFV-M approach deals with SysML Activity Diagrams. And different with Feng Liang’s work, TBFV-M approach do not use other supporting tools, like Modelica, we merely use Hoare Logic to do the verification. Referring to test case generation, TBFV-M approach can deal with unstructured diagrams, which may have stronger processing power than existing approaches.

3. INTRODUCTION OF TBFV FOR CODE

TBFV is a novel technique that makes good use of Hoare logic to strengthen testing. The essential idea is first to use specification-based testing to discover all traversed program paths and then to use Hoare logic to prove their correctness. During the proof process, all errors on the paths can be detected.

Testing is a practical technique for detecting program errors. A strong point of testing superior to formal correctness verification is that it is much easier to be performed automatically if formal specifications are adopted [20], but a weak point is that existing errors on a program path may
still not be uncovered even if it has been traversed using a test case. TBFV takes advantage of
testing, realized full automation for error detection efficiency.

TBFV is a specific specification-based testing approach that takes both the precondition and post-
condition into account in test case generation [21]. It treats a specification as a disjunction of
functional scenarios (FS), and to generate test sets and analyse test results based on the functional
scenarios. A functional scenario is a logical expression that tells clearly what condition is used to
constrain the output when the input satisfies some condition. To precisely describe this strategy,
we first need to introduce functional scenario. \( S_{\text{pre}} \) and \( S_{\text{post}} \) denote the pre- and post-conditions of
operation \( S \). Let:

\[
S_{\text{post}} = (G_1 \land D_1) \lor (G_2 \land D_2) \lor \ldots \lor (G_n \land D_n)
\]  (1)

\( G_i \) and \( D_i \) (\( i \in \{1, \ldots, n\} \)) are two predicates, called guard condition and defining condition,
respectively. The definition of functional scenarios and FSF (functional scenario form) are list
below:

**Functional Scenario** = \( S_{\text{pre}} \land G_i \land D_i \)  (2)

In the definition of functional scenario, \( S_{\text{pre}} \land G_i \land D_i \) is treated as a scenario: when \( S_{\text{pre}} \land G_i \)
is satisfied by the initial state (or intuitively by the input variables), the final state (or the output
variables) is defined by the defining condition \( D_i \). The conjunction \( S_{\text{pre}} \land G_i \) is known as the test
condition of the scenario, which serves as the basis for test case generation from this scenario.

FSF = \( (S_{\text{pre}} \land G_1 \land D_1) \lor (S_{\text{pre}} \land G_2 \land D_2) \lor \ldots \lor (S_{\text{pre}} \land G_n \land D_n) \)  (3)

A systematic transformation procedure, algorithm, and software tool support for deriving an FSF
from a pre-post style specification written in SOFL have been developed in our previous work
[22]. In the case study section, we will show an example to detail FSF generation. Test cases can
be generated from FSF. TBFV has three main techniques. First, generate test cases from
specification. Second, form path triple and the definition are below:

\[
[S_{\text{pre}} \land A G_i]P [ D_i]
\]  (4)

\( P \) is called a program segment, which consists of decision (i.e., a predicate), an assignment, a
return statement, or a printing statement. It means that if the pre-condition \( S_{\text{pre}} \) and the guard
condition \( G_i \) of the program are both true before path \( P \) is executed, the post-condition \( D_i \) of path
\( P \) will be true on its termination.

Finally, repeatedly apply the axiom for assignment to derive a pre-assertion, denoted by \( P_{\text{pre}} \). And
the correctness of the specific path is transformed into the implication \( S_{\text{pre}} \land G_i \Rightarrow S_{\text{pre}} \). If the
implication can be proved, it means that no error exists on the path; otherwise, it indicates the
existence of some error on the path.

4. TBFV-M IN MBSE

Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) combines process and analysis with architecture. In
the last decade, the model-driven approach for software development has gained a growing
interest of both industry and research communities as it promises easy automation and reduced
time to market [23]. Because of the graphical notation for defining system design as nodes and
edge diagrams, SysML model addresses the ease of adoption amongst engineers [24].
In the development process using MBSE, as shown below, the users’ requirements are obtained first and the requirement document is usually written in natural language. This document is not only difficult for developers to understand, but also may contain ambiguities and other problems.

To obtain requirements without ambiguities, we may generate a SysML Model. During the model-driven development process, we use the SysML Model Diagram to communicate with the user, because it does not contain many mathematical symbols and syntax. In the SysML modelling phase, we will refine the SysML diagram, involved in the SysML model and specification.

During the Model-Driven process, model is an important medium for the Model based system engineering development. The TBFV-M method is mainly used to verify whether SysML Activity Diagram model meets the user’s requirements written in SOFL (Structured-Object-oriented-Formal Language).

5. Basic Concept

5.1. Formal Definition of Activity Diagram

Activity Diagram Formal Definition [2] can be represented as:

\[ AD = (\text{Node}; \text{Edge}) \] (5)

Node is a set of nodes of which definition as follow:

\[
\text{Node} = \{ \text{InitialNode}; \text{FlowFinalNode}; \text{ActivityFinalNode}; \text{ActionNode}; \\
\text{ActivityNode}; \text{ForkNode}; \text{JoinNode}; \text{DecisionNode}; \text{MergeNode}; \\
\text{ReceiveSignalNode}; \text{SendSignalNode} \} \] (6)

Edges defines the relationship between nodes such that:

\[ \text{Edge} = \{(x, y) | x, y \in \text{Node} \} \] (7)

There are two types of edges: control flow and object flow. Control flow edges represent the process of executing token passing in AD and object flow edges are used to show the flow of data between the activities in AD.
5.2. Test Case

From a global view, test case based on the SysML activity diagram consists of test path and test data. And the definition is as followed:

\[ TC(AD) = (\text{Path}; \text{Data}) \]  

For activity diagram, test scenario consists of a series of actions and edges in the diagram. Based on the formal definition of the activity diagram given above, the test path is defined as follow:

\[ \text{path} = (a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n) \]  
\[ a_i = (t_n, a_n), (i = 2, \ldots, n) \]  
\[ t_n = a_{i-1} \rightarrow a_i, (i = 2, \ldots, n) \]

In this formula, \( a_i \) means node, \( t_i \) means edge. In this case, a test path is a set of nodes, starting from node \( a_1 \) and ending with node \( a_n \) through the transition edges \( t_2 \ldots t_n \). For activity diagram, \( a_1 \) and \( a_n \) represent the initial node and final node, respectively. Test data indicates the input information corresponding to a particular test scenario including various types of data, even user actions and so on.

5.3. Test Coverage Criteria

For software, the adequacy measurement of testing is reflected in the rate of coverage and effectiveness of the test case. The test coverage criteria in white box tests includes statement coverage, branch coverage, conditional coverage and so on. These coverage criteria ensure the sufficiency of testing and provide implications for the test case generation algorithm. Here are four test coverage criteria used in our design, for test case generation of SysML activity diagram [19,25,26]:

- **Action coverage criteria:** In software testing process, testers are often required to generate test cases to execute every action in the program at least once.

- **Edge coverage criteria:** In software testing process, testers are often required to generate test cases to pass every edge in the program at least once.

- **Path coverage criteria:** These coverage criteria require that all the execution paths from the programs entry to its exit are executed during testing.

- **Branch coverage criteria:** These coverage criteria generate test cases from each reachable decision made true by some actions and false by others.

5.4. Hoare Logic

Hoare Logic is a formal system developed by C. A. R. Hoare [27, 28], and it is designed for the proof of partial correctness of a program. In Hoare Logic, the Hoare Triple [29] is best known and is also referenced in our method. The Hoare triple is of this form:

\[ \{P\} C \{Q\} \]  

where \( P \) and \( Q \) are assertions and \( C \) is a command. \( P \) is named the pre-condition, which is a predicate expression describing the initial states and \( Q \) the post-condition, which is also a predicate expression describing the final states.
Hoare also established necessary axioms to define the semantics of each program construct, including axiom of assignment, rules of consequence, axioms of composition, axioms of alternation, iteration and block. Axiom of assignment is used in our work, so we will briefly introduce it:

\[ \{Q(E;x)\} \ x:=E \ {Q} \]  \hspace{1cm} (14)

where \( x \) is a variable identifier, \( E \) is an expression of a programming language without side effects, but possibly containing \( x \), \( Q(E;x) \) is a predicate resulting from \( Q \) by substituting \( E \) for all occurrences of \( x \) in \( Q \). This axiom means that to verify the correctness of the assignment, the postcondition \( Q \) should be satisfied. This equals to \( Q[E;x] \) is true because \( x \) is assigned by representing \( E \) after the execution.

6. Procedure of TBFV-M

The TBFV-M method takes the specification describing the users’ requirements and the SysML Activity Diagram model as input and verifies the correctness of the SysML model with respect to the specification. The procedure of TBFV-M is illustrated in Figure 2.

From this figure, we find that functional scenarios are derived from the specification written in the pre- / post-condition style, while test paths are generated from the Activity Diagram and the data constraints can be extracted from each test path. Then, the extracted data constraints are used to match with functional scenarios. A matching algorithm is defined by us. We will verify the successful matched the test path according to the requirements represented in specification. The verification part can be separated into three parts: first, create a path triple, and then use the axiom of Hoare Logic to derive pre-assertion for each test path. Finally, prove the implication of the pre-condition in the specification and pre-assertion. If we can prove all the implication of pre-assertion of all the test paths of the model and the matching pre-condition, then the model is to meet the requirements.
These critical steps in the TBFV-M method, including functional scenarios derivation, test path generation, matching algorithm, pre-assertion derivation and implication will be discussed next and comprehensive details will be described in the case study section.

6.1. Unified Formal Expression

Using a unified formal expression can reduce the ambiguity between communications. We establish the unified formal expression, including specification guide and modeling guide. Specification reflects complete requirements and we chose SOFL to describe formal specification. An example specification written in SOFL is given below. It describes that if a person is smaller than 6, he will be free; otherwise, he should buy the normal price for $10.

```
process buy_ticket (age: int) price: int
pre: age>0
post: age<=6 and price = 0
   or
   age>6 and price = 10
end_process
```

6.2. Functional Scenarios Derivation

The overall goal of functional scenario derivation is to extract all functional scenarios completely in "$S_{pre} A G aD_i$" form (FSF), as mentioned above in TBFV section. Because this part is not our main topic and has been researched before. In our work, we assume that an FSF of the specification has been available somehow. The below segment of the process buy ticket, mentioned previously, shows the FSF generated from the specification described in the last one.

```
1 buy_ticket [pre: age>0]
   G1: age<=6
   D1: price = 0
2 buy_ticket [pre: age>0]
   G2: age>6
   D2: price = 10
3 ~buy_ticket [pre: age<=0]
```

6.3. Test Paths Generation

A test path auto-generation tool based on the SysML Activity Diagram model takes the model as input and generates test cases as outputs automatically. Our SysML Activity Diagram test path generation includes three parts. First, we use transformation algorithm to compress the input Activity Diagram, which may contain unstructured module. The transformation is a cyclic process, dealing with loop module, concurrent module and the problem of multiple starting nodes separately. After compressing, we transform this unstructured activity diagram into an intermediate representation form Intermediate Black box Model (IBM). IBM consists of one basic module and a map from black box to the corresponding original actions. The third phase of our approach is test path generation based on IBM. In this phase, two problems should be solved, which are basic module test path generation and black box test path generation. Details of automated test paths generation algorithm and implementation of unstructured SysML Activity Diagram has been developed in our previous work [30].
6.3.1. Loop Module

The Loop module in the SysML activity diagram can be considered as a node collection, and these nodes in the collection can be cycled multiple times. As shown in Figure 3, according to the location of cyclic judgment condition located at the end of the loop module or the front, we can divide the loop module into do-while loop and while-do loop.

![Figure 3. Classification of loop modules](image)

The first step in the transformation algorithm of the Loop module is to identify the loop module, the second step is to compress it into a black box node loop, and finally reinsert it into the original SysML activity diagram. Figure 4 shows the process.

![Figure 4. The transformation of loop module](image)

Since the infinite traversal loop is not possible, it is possible to propose a different expansion algorithm for different types of loops when processing the loop module. For simple loop, you can take the following test case sets (where n is the maximum number of passes allowed):
• skip the entire loop
• go through the loop once
• go through the loop twice
• go through the loop \( m \) times
• go through the loop \( n-1, n, n + 1 \) times

### 6.3.2. Concurrent Module

In the SysML activity diagram, the most common form of a concurrent module is a pair of fork node and join node and all actions between these two nodes, as shown in Figure 5 (a). The fork node can be represented as simultaneous start of multiple parallel streams and the join node represents the possible synchronization of multiple parallel streams, inflowing into next action. The logical representation is AND. However, the synchronization stream can also be the logical relationship OR, as shown in Figure 5 (b).

Depending on how many concurrent streams can be synchronized by the join node, the parallel modules can be divided into partJoin concurrent and noJoin concurrent, as shown in Figure 5 (c) and (d) below, respectively.

![Figure 5. Classification of concurrent modules](image)

On the test path generation algorithm for concurrent modules, the first step is to identify the concurrency module, the second step is to compress it into a black box node FJ (Fork-Join), and finally reinsert it into the original SysML activity diagram, as shown in the following Figure 6.

For concurrent modules, we can use the Concurrent module path generation algorithm and generate the test path automatically. For the compressed basic path, the test path generation algorithm of the basic module can be applied. Once the basic path is generated, replace the FJ black box with the test path generated from the concurrency module.
6.3.3. Test path generation with IBM

The test case generation with IBM needs to deal with three types of modules, which are basic modules, concurrent modules and loop modules. The basic module is the activity diagram that compresses the concurrent module and the loop module into the black box node respectively. The concurrent module and the Loop module are the transformed black box module which contain the unique incoming edge and the unique outgoing edge.

For basic module, without considering the concurrent module and the loop module, we can transform the SysML activity diagram model into a directed acyclic graph, using the idea of DFS (Depth First Search) algorithm. While for unconstructed module, we can use corresponding generation algorithm and generate the test path automatically. After the basic path is created, the black box can be replaced with the test path generated by the unconstructed module.

6.3.4. Motivation Example

Figure7 is an unstructured SysML activity diagram model, which contains a concurrency module and a loop module.
Figure 8 shows how to compress an unstructured activity diagram and transform the unstructured module into a black box node. Eventually the unstructured activity diagram converts into an intermediate representation of IBM. The first step is to identify the loop module and compress it into a black box node while-do loop1, shown in Figure 8(a). The compressed black box node is the intermediate representation of the loop shown in the following Figure 9(a). The second step is to identify the noJoin concurrency module and compress it into a black box node NoFJ1, shown in Figure 8(b). The compressed black box node is shown in the following Figure 9(b).

Figure 8. The process of transformation

Figure 8(b) is a compressed and structured SysML activity diagram that can be used to automatically generate test cases. Finally, the black box module can be replaced.

6.4. Matching Algorithm

Matching the test path with functional scenario is very important for verification. In order to verify the correctness of one path in Activity Diagram, we need to match it with corresponding functional scenario. The constraints of test path can be extracted from edges of each path, which are used to compare with $S_{pre} \land G_i$ part of functional scenario. If unmatched test paths or functional scenarios appears, it means some errors may be existed in this model. And the model needs to be modified. The matching algorithm is given below.

Matching algorithm takes the edge list and FS_list as input. Edge list is the collection of guard conditions saved from test path and FS_list is extracted functional scenario form from specification. First, the algorithm sets the label of the two lists unvisited. And for each in edge list
do data integration. Data integration is like data intersection. For example, if we contain two guard conditions $x < 6$ and $x < 60$, the integration of it is $x < 6$.

After completing the initialization step, find a matching functional scenario for each element in edge list. The specific operation is: the edge after the integration compares with $S_{pre} \land G_i$ in the functional scenario, if exactly the same, then we find the edge with the matched functional scenario. If there is no exact matched functional scenario, then there is an inaccurate modeling problem and needs to be refined. Therefore, immediately terminate the program, the problem of the edge will also be returned. After traversing all the edge_list, we also need to check whether each in FS_list has been visited. If there is an unvisited functional scenario, then it means that there is a requirement that the model fails to be represented in the specification, and the model needs to be refined.

6.5. Path Triple Establishment

Establish Path Triple and apply each node with the axiom in Hoare Logic. “$(S_{pre} \land G_i \land D_i)$ (i = 2, … , n)” denote one functional scenario and $P = [node_1; node_2; … ;node_m]$ be a program path in which each node$_i$ (i = 2, … , n) is called a functional node, which is a DecisionNode, ActionNode, or others. Assume each path $P$ has its own target functional scenario, which is decided utilizing matching algorithm. To verify the correctness of $P$ with respect to the functional scenario, we need to construct Path Triple: $\{S_{pre}\} P \{G_i \land D_i\}$.

The path triple is similar in structure to Hoare triple, but is specialized to a single path rather than the whole program. It means that if the pre-condition $S_{pre}$ of the program is true before path $P$ is executed, the post-condition $G_i \land D_i$ of path $P$ will be true on its termination. By applying the axiom of assignment in Hoare Logic repeatedly, we can get pre-assertion, $P_{pre}$. Each node has different processing approach, and the details are listed in the form below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node Type</th>
<th>Approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ActionNode(assignment)</td>
<td>The axiom for assignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ActionNode(input/output)</td>
<td>SKIP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others node</td>
<td>SKIP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Finally, we can form the following expression:

\[ \{S_{\text{pre}} \land G_i\} P \{D_i\} \]  \hspace{1cm} (15)  
\[ \{S_{\text{pre}} \land G_i\} \rightarrow P_{\text{pre}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (16)  

, where \( S_{\text{pre}}(\neg x/x) \), \( P_{\text{pre}}(\neg x/x) \) and \( G_i \land D_i(\neg x/x) \) are a predicate resulting from substituting every decorated input variable \( \neg x \) for the corresponding input variable \( x \) in the corresponding predicate, respectively.

If we get a path \([\text{start} \rightarrow \text{action01} : \text{input c} \rightarrow \text{selection01} \rightarrow \text{action02} : \text{price} := 10 \rightarrow \text{merge01} \rightarrow \text{end}]\), which represents a path generating according to the above specification. Using the above table, we can form path triple:

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\{\text{age} > 0 \ \text{AND} \ \text{age} > 6\} \\
\text{start} \\
\text{action01}: \text{input c} \ \{\text{price} = 10\} \\
\text{selection01} \\
\text{action02}: \text{price} := 10 \\
\text{merge01} \\
\{\text{price} = 10\}
\end{array}
\]

Then, we can apply for assignment to this path triple, like this:

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\{\text{age} > 0 \ \text{AND} \ \text{age} > 6\} \\
\{10 = 10\} \\
\text{start} \\
\{10 = 10\} \\
\text{action01}: \text{input c} \ \{\text{price} = 10\} \\
\{10 = 10\} \\
\text{selection01} \\
\{10 = 10\} \\
\text{action02}: \text{price} := 10 \\
\{\text{price} = 10\} \\
\text{merge01} \\
\{\text{price} = 10\}
\end{array}
\]

, where \( \{10 = 10\} \) is pre-assertion.

### 6.6. Implication

Prove the implication. Finally, the correctness of one path whether it meets the corresponding requirement is changed into the proof of the implication “\( S_{\text{pre}} \land G_i \rightarrow S_{\text{pre}} \)”. If the implication can be proved, it means that the path can model one part of the requirement; otherwise, it indicates the existence of some error on the path.

Formally proving the implication “\( S_{\text{pre}} \land G_i \rightarrow S_{\text{pre}} \)” may not be done automatically, even with the help of a theorem prover such as PVS, depending on the complexity of \( S_{\text{pre}} \) and \( P_{\text{pre}} \). Our strategy is as follows: if the complexity of data structure is not high, we will transform the problem into solver, which can achieve full automation. Otherwise, if achieving a full automation is regarded as the highest priority, as taken in our approach, the formal proof of this implication can be
"replaced" by a test. That is, we first generate sample values for variables in \( S_{pre} \) and \( P_{pre} \), and then evaluate both of them to see whether \( P_{pre} \) is false when \( S_{pre} \) is true. If this is true, it tells that the path under examination contains an error.

For example, if we need to judge the validity of the implication "\((\text{age} > 0 \text{ AND normal:} = 10) \rightarrow (\text{a < 12 AND normal } * 0.5 = \neg \text{normal}^2 \neg \text{normal})\)”, use the test case (\text{age}, 6), (\text{normal}, 10) and we can easily prove the implication is not correct.

7. **Supporting Tool**

We have developed a prototype software tool to support the TBFV-M method. Specifically, it provides five major functions, which are functional scenario generation, test path generation, matching function scenarios to test paths, pre-condition derivation, verification of test paths, and output of verification result.

The tool interface is shown in Figure 10. We can load specification and Activity Diagram. We simply use .txt file to store specification and notice that the specification file should guarantee the unified formal expression. We choose Enterprise Architect modeling tool to establish the system model. The Enterprise Architect modeling tool is powerful and supports the SysML model that will be created in Enterprise Architect and exported into XML format, so the Activity Diagram is described in XML file.

![Figure 10. Tool interface](image)

The second step is deriving functional scenarios and generating test paths. And the tools interface is shown in Fig.10. The below two windows are used to display the intermediate outcome. When the user clicks on "match", the match result will refresh into the test paths window. And if it exists unmatched part, a popup will remind user to refine the model.

8. **Case Study**

Now we show a motivation example to detail the process of MBSE and TBFV-M method described in the article above. First, we will get a requirement from the user, which consists of inform the description: “In a banking system, a money-withdrawing function needs to be realized. User input the required cash(c), if the cash is less than or equal to the balance(b), then the amount
of money received \( (r) \), do not print information \( (p) \), the balance deducted the corresponding cash. Otherwise, user will not get money and the screen will print "insufficient balance"." This specification is formal and structured, as shown:

\[
\text{Specification:} \\
\text{process: cash\_withdraw ( c: int ) r: int} \\
\text{ext: wt b: int, wt p: bool} \\
\text{pre: c>0 and b>=0 and p=} \text{FALSE} \\
\text{post: c} \text{=} \text{b and r} \text{=} \text{c and b=} \text{b-r} \\
\text{or} \\
\text{c>0 and p=} \text{TRUE} \\
\text{end\_process}
\]

According to the specification, we can construct a set of SysML model and the Activity Diagram is shown below.

![Activity Diagram](figure11.png)

We can find the expression is described with SOLF. After getting ready with all the input, specification and Activity Diagram, we will start the TBFV-M method process. First, derive Functional Scenarios from specification and generate test paths from Activity Diagram. The result is shown as below.

\[
\text{FSF:} \\
1 \text{ Spre: c>0 AND b>=0 AND p=} \text{FALSE} \\
\text{Gi: c} \text{=} \text{b} \\
\text{Di: r=} \text{c AND b=} \text{b-r} \\
2 \text{ Spre: c>0 AND b>=0 AND p=} \text{FALSE} \\
\text{Gi: c} \text{=} \text{b} \\
\text{Di: p=} \text{TRUE} \\
3 \text{ Spre: c<=0 OR b<0 OR p=} \text{TRUE}
\]
At the same time, we can extract data constraints from each test scenario, which is used for matching with functional scenario. Then, the matching process is shown below. If it does not exist a matched functional scenario, then it means that it exists a problem in the model, exactly in this unmatched test path. This path is not established accurately according to the requirements described in specification in the activity diagram model. If the match succeeds, it indicates that the test path is designed for the matched test scenario.

We will do the verification of test scenario according to the successfully matched functional scenario. First, we establish Path Triple and then apply the axiom of Hoare Logic to derive $P_{pre}$, pre-assertion of one path for the corresponding test path. The blow figure chose the forth path and matched the first functional scenario as an example and shows the substitution process, from bottom to up. So, the top one $\neg c \leq b \land c = \neg c \land b - r = \neg b - r$ is the $P_{pre}$.

Finally, we turn this verification problem into proving whether the pre-condition of specification can imply $P_{pre}$. If it can be proved, means that the path satisfies the requirement. If not, there is a problem existing in the model, exactly in this unmatched test path. If the matched pre-condition can imply the corresponding $P_{pre}$ of all the test paths in the model, then the model is satisfied with the user’s requirements.

From the above segment, we can see the implication ($\neg c > 0 \land b \geq 0 \land \neg p = \text{FALSE} \land \neg c \leq -b \rightarrow (\neg c \leq b \land c = \neg c \land b - r = \neg b - r)$ is true. This it means that the test path is
satisfied with the corresponding functional scenario. We have proved all the test paths, due to the space limit, we omit further details.

9. CONCLUSION

We have presented an approach, known as TBFV-M (Testing-Based Formal Verification for Model), for requirement design error detection in SysML Activity Diagrams by integrating test cases generation and Hoare Logic. The principle underlying TBFV-M is first to derive functional scenarios from specifications and generate test scenarios from Activity Diagrams. Then match them and verify each test scenario according to the corresponding functional scenario. Hoare logic is used during the verification process. TBFV-M method solve the limitation of TBFV, not concerning about models and solved the problem of inconsistent, incomplete, and inaccurate models. It has advantage in reducing the probability of system error and shortening the developing time.
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ABSTRACT

This proposal of paper is the first international standard and research management technology of biometric data. By introducing and applying this international standards, everyone can acknowledge and approve are process for management of segregated biometric information. First, Safety requirement of segregated biometric information. Second, Growth and development of segregated biometric information. Third, Convenience promotion of financial transactions.

The demand for biometric authentication service is on a trend of significant increase owing to the advances in new technology such as the Internet of Things (IoT), artificial intelligence and others as well as the expanded use of fin-tech and electronic financing arrangements.

Biometric information is convenient because it is inherent and does not need to be remembered or stored, but leakage or misuse of the information could bring about serious problems because of its unique property. It is becoming more and more important to manage the information safely without the possibility of misuse or leakage. To store the information safely, it is effective to segregate the information into fragments in an un-usable form. Accordingly, we propose to standardize the international standard for Management of Segregated Biometric Information.

The purpose of paper is to propose to standardize the international standard of the distributed management technology of biometric data such as ISO, IEC, ITU and UNCEFACT

KEYWORDS

biometric information, registration process, authentication process, financial transactions, fin-tech, e-Banking

1. INTRODUCTION

This standard consists of the terminology, management and authentication processes needed to manage segregated biometric information. The biometric information used includes all biometric recognition technology through physical characteristics which can create encrypted biometric information such as fingerprints, veins, iris, face, voice, brainwaves, and electrocardiogram, and behavioral characteristics such as keyboarding or typing (key strokes), lip movement, eye blinking, walking, and hand gestures. This standard does not limit the types of biometric information and the precision of recognition of biometric information shall be considered by financial service providers when applying it to financial services.
The proposed paper specifies in its scope the framework and process for management of segregated biometric information, including the definitions and terms, the management process and the authentication process.

First, the definitions and terms.

Second, the management process of segregated biometric information. Such as,

- Registration, deletion, inquiry and renewal process of segregated biometric information
- Financial Institution Server Method
- Segregation Management Center Server Method

This proposal is the first international standard for the distributed management technology of biometric data.

By introducing and applying this international standards, everyone can acknowledge and approve are process for management of segregated biometric information.

- Safety requirement of segregated biometric information.
- Growth and development of segregated biometric information.
- Convenience promotion of financial transactions.

2. THE PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THIS PAPER

2.1. The scope of paper

The objective of this paper is to help users by providing a way of the standardization and distribution of the International standards for the authentication method to verify the customers in non-face-to-face transactions by utilizing the biometric data registered by the customers split to and stored at multiple institutions for distributed management, the contributions can be made to the proactive response to the leakage of biometric data, prevention of the infringement of customer privacy and the activation of the biometric authentication and its related industries.

The scope of paper specifies a framework and process for management of segregated biometric information, including definition, management process of registration and authentication, deletion process, authentication module and distribute management of segregated biometric information.

First, registration process of segregated biometric information.

Second, authentication process of segregated biometric information.

- Financial Institution Server Method (Proprietary Authentication Tasks)
- Segregation management center Server Method (Commissioned Authentication Tasks)

Third, deletion process of segregated biometric information
Fourth, authentication module of segregated biometric information

Fifth, distribution management of segregated biometric information

3. PREVIOUS STUDIES

The earlier study analyzed the previous studies and current state of international standards refers to the following latest versions.

Table 1. Current state of international standards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard establishment organization</th>
<th>Standards name</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISO/TC28 SC2</td>
<td>ISO 19092, Biometrics Security framework</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO/IEC JTC1 SC27</td>
<td>ISO/IEC 19790: Security requirements for cryptographic modules</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ISO/IEC 24745: Biometric information protection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ISO/IEC 19792: Security evaluation of biometrics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO/IEC JTC1 SC37</td>
<td>ISO/IEC 19794: Biometric application programming interface</td>
<td>Biometrics Application service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Part 1: BioAPI specification</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Part 2: Biometric archive function provider Interface</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITU-T SG17</td>
<td>ITU-T X.1086: A guideline to technical and managerial countermeasures for biometric data security</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KATS(Korea Agency for Technology and Standards)</td>
<td>KS X ISO/IEC TR 24722, biometrics - multi-modal and - multi biometrics fusion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KS X ISO/IEC TR 24741, information technology - biometrics tutorial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. THE REGISTRATION AND AUTHENTICATION PROCESS FOR MANAGEMENT OF SEGREGATED BIOMETRIC INFORMATION

The registration and authentication Process consist of fifth process for management of segregated biometric information

First. Registration process of biometric information

Second. Authentication process of biometric information

- Financial institution server method (Proprietary authentication tasks)
- Segregation management center server method (Commissioned authentication tasks)

Third. Deletion process of segregated biometric information

Fourth. Authentication module of segregated biometric information
Fifth. Distribution management of segregated biometric information

5.1. Registration process of biometric information

- After splitting the registration templates into the fragments which do not allow the authentication, the fragments are placed under the management of the financial company and segregation management center in a distributed way.
- When the fragments are managed in a distributed way, the attacks for substitution of or inserting the fragments can be prevented.
- The registration templates can be issued again. (After consolidating the fragments of a registration template, the template is split in a different way.)
- The risk of penetration to the personal information can be prevented. (The authentication by an institution at discretion is not possible: the structure for reciprocal check and control is adopted.)

- The registration template fragments are managed by the financial company and segregation management center in a distributed way.
- By splitting the biometric data into the fragments, to preclude the possibility of authentication, to be kept at different institutions for distributed management, the risks related to the hacking of information can be prevented.

5.2. Authentication process of biometric information

First, Financial Institution Server Method (proprietary Authentication Tasks)

- After establishing the proprietary authentication system, the financial company conducts the consolidation and authentication of the biometric data with segregation management center assuming the role for storing the fragments of the biometric data.

Second, Segregation management center Server Method (Commissioned Authentication Tasks)

fig 3. Authentication Process
6. **EXPECTED EFFECT**

First, the activation of biometric authentication as well as the development of the related markets and industries can be pursued by assuring the compatibility and security of the technology for distributed management of biometric data.

Second, enhancement of the possibility of overseas transplant of the domestic model for distributed management of biometric data.

Third, assurance of the initiatives in related discussions and preparation of the foothold for preoccupancy of the markets through the pre-emptive development of the related international standards in the global Fin-Tech and security markets.

7. **CONCLUSION**

This study of the implications and significance intends to draw its conclusion as follows.

First, the demand for the biometric authentication is increasing significantly owing to the advance in new technology such as the Internet of Things (IoT), artificial intelligence and others and the expanded use of Fin –Teck, and electronic financing.

Second, biometric information is a unique characteristic to identify individuals, such as fingerprints, faces, veins and irises, that is used for authentication in a wide range of fields such as financial transactions, e-banking, fin-tech, e-Business, distribution industry and etc. Biometric information is convenient because it is inherent and does not need to be remembered or stored,
but leakage or misuse of the information could bring about serious problems because of its unique property. It is becoming more and more important to manage the information safely without the possibility of misuse or leakage. To store the information safely, it is effective to segregate the information into fragments in an un-usable form.

Third, by ensuring the safety of the biometric information stored in a distributed way, the financial institutions are not allowed to infer the sound biometric information of customers and the fragmented biometric information is not available for use even if the fragments are leaked.

Fourth, The developed framework of standard of distributed management technology of biometric data guide the international law, rule and system of standard, technical regulation, conformity assessment, inspection, test and certification such as ISO, IEC and ITU standards and guideline.

Fifth, the convenience of the standard of distributed management technology of biometric data can be enhanced in financial transactions, e-banking, fin-tech, e-Business, distribution industry and etc.
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ABSTRACT

Today, embedded real-time applications play an important role in modern life. Satellites are also robust embedded real-time applications. A satellite project can cost over three-hundred million dollars. As many satellite manufacturers validate their satellites before launching, satellite simulators play the most valuable role in validation infrastructures. Specifically, satellite flight software validation has become more important. In this paper, we focused on the round robin (RR), rate monotonic (RM), and event driven (ED) real-time scheduling task methods with respect to their CPU usage performance for satellite simulator infrastructures. The tasks are evaluated and tested by real-time executive for multiprocessor systems (RTEMS). Those scheduling tasks are used in polling mode in the simulation setup. In this study, we compared three task scheduler methods for attitude orbit control system tasks and MIL-STD 1553 bus data distribution controller tasks in a spacecraft simulator environment. The results were close and the values were not segregated, thus, we chose RR and ED, because RR was easy to implement and ED allowed for full control of the tasks.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Spacecraft development has been remarkably changed and optimized by modern simulation methods. Spacecraft manufacturers need to be sure the spacecraft can achieve its mission. Satellite simulators play the most valuable role in validation infrastructures. Hence, satellite simulation is an important issue in spacecraft simulations, such as how well you can simulate your system, based on models and the controller. Simulation frameworks are provided to run models. The satellite equipment, space environment, and satellite dynamics have to be represented by the models. The aims of a consummate simulation contain the representative models that are given at below:

- Satellite equipment models
- Space environment model
- Satellite dynamic model

The general purpose of running satellite models in a simulation framework is spacecraft flight software validation.
Spacecraft software is run on real-time embedded system called an onboard computer (OBC). All control algorithms are run from there and it handles data management via a uniprocessor. The spacecraft controller is run on a real-time operating system (RTOS) on the OBC. The RTOS was provided with a task scheduler method to use our flight software. Task optimization and performance is directly related to the flight software performance. Therefore, the aim of this study was to compare the real-time task scheduler method in a spacecraft simulation.

In our study, we focused on two controllers, the 1553 bus data distribution controller (1553) and attitude orbit control system (AOCS), and the three task scheduler methods chosen for comparison were:

- Round Robin (RR)
- Rate Monotonic (RM)
- Event Driven (ED)

Tasks for the 1553 and AOCS were run for the three scheduler methods.

2. THE SPACECRAFT SIMULATION

Space mission projects are unique and require a big budget, thus, it must be validated for a successfully mission life before launching. Simulation is the most used process method to validate equipment and verify the satellite system’s level of requirement. Validation infrastructures vary according to their purpose.

2.1. Functional Verification Bench (FVB)

For most spacecraft projects, this is used for limited algorithm verification of the AOCS. The OBC is not represented in this model; only the control algorithms are designed and its functionality is tested (Figure 1) [1]

![Figure 1 Functional Verification Bench](image)

2.2. Software Verification Facility (SVF)

This facility is used for verification of the interfaces, connections, and standards to be sure that they work with each other properly. The OBC could be a model or emulator. The emulator is a perfect replica the OBC (Figure 2). [1]
2.3. Hybrid Verification Infrastructure

The hybrid verification infrastructure generally meets the real hardware OBC for verification of the satellite software on the real hardware. This infrastructure has the advantage of a directly tested I/O interface (Figure 3). [1]

2.4. Avionic Test Bench (ATB)

The ATB is the most improved simulation for the satellite. Verification engineers carry out their design. This bench can be added not only the equipment model, but also the real equipment that is needed to project the constraints (Figure 4). [1]

2.5. Dynamic Satellite Simulator (DSS)

This simulator is generally used for telemetry and tele-command verification. Satellite operators are always educated about the DSSs, as it is very important in the launch and early orbit phase
(LEOP), because it aids in satellite survival. When the LEOP is not pre-worked, it causes satellite loss. The DSS provides pre-work before the LEOP, lunching, or nominal operations (Figure 5). [1]


Figure 5 Dynamic Satellite Simulator (DSS)

3. RTEMS (REAL-TIME EXECUTIVE FOR MULTIPROCESSOR SYSTEMS)

RTOSs run in the OBC a part of the flight software. Hard RTOSs provide a restricted time in case the safety critical systems use hard RTOSs. Satellites are safety-critical systems and any unexpected delays may cause a catastrophic output, which can result in satellite loss.

RTEMSs are the most useful hard RTOSs on satellites. They provide high-performance peripherals for embedded real-time systems, offering characteristics to support the development of real-time embedded applications that are available for different platforms and architectures, including SPARC leon3 FT, which is one of the architectures used in this study [6] RTEMSs provide the following features:

- multitasking
- homogeneous multiprocessor systems
- heterogeneous multiprocessor systems
- interrupt management
- event-driven inter-task communication, priority-based, pre-emptive
- rate monotonic scheduling
- synchronization and inter-task communication
- high level of user configurability
- dynamic memory allocation
- priority inheritance

The internal architecture of RTEMSs can be observed as layered components that work in harmony to provide a set of services for a real-time application system. (Figure 6) [6]
The functions utilized by multiple managers, such as scheduling, dispatching, and object management, are provided in the executive core. In this study, we focused on task manager services, rate monotonic services, and event services. [6]

4. STUDY ENVIRONMENT

An important issue in space craft simulations is how much simulations are in your system, based on models and the controller. The system must be close-looped and the controllers must be feel the same as in orbit. Hence, we developed the test environment of a hardware OBC, simulation framework, and MIL-STD 1553 data bus to meet the requirements of a spacecraft (Figure 7)

4.1. On Board Computer (OBC)

The OBC is the flight computer of a satellite. All of the control algorithms are run from there, and it handles data management via a uniprocessor [3] SPARC leon3 FT, which is especially designed for space missions. [4]

The LEON3 is a VHDL model of a 32-bit processor that is synthesizable and can accommodate IEEE-1754 (SPARC V8) architecture. LEON3 is an addendum of the LEON2 processor, with a 7-stage pipeline (compared to LEON2’s 5-stage pipeline), which supports asymmetric and symmetric multiprocessing (AMP/SMP). A multiprocessing configuration of as much as 16 CPU can be utilized. The LEON3 is a highly-configurable model, which is appropriate for system-on-chip (SoC) designs, featuring the following: [5]
• A SPARC V8 instruction set equipped with V8e extensions,

• A sophisticated 7-stage pipeline

• Advanced on-chip debugging support, equipped with instructions and a data trace buffer

• A local instruction and data scratch pad RAM of 1 to 512 kilobytes

• Robust and fully-synchronous single-edged clock design, high-performance: 1.4 DMIPS/MHz, 1.8 CoreMark/MHz (gcc –4.1.2),

• A wide range of software tools, such as compilers, kernels, simulators, and debugging monitors.

• An AMBA-2.0 AHB bus interface

• Up to 125 MHz in FPGA and 400 MHz on 0.13 um ASIC technology

In the test setup, the OBC featured the following:

• LEON-3 FT core

• RTEMS operating system (OS)

• MIL-STD-1553, CAN, Ethernet

• Control Algorithm Integration:
  ▪ AOCS Algorithm
  ▪ Data Management
  ▪ Sensor Data Analysis
  ▪ Actuator Control
  ▪ Mode management

4.2. MIL-STD 1553 Bus

The Mil-Std-1553B or Milbus has the standard defining characteristics of a serial multiplex data bus. The standard is a set of requirements covering the mechanical, electrical, and functional aspects of the bus. The bus aims at interconnecting via a single-medium avionics subsystem. [6]

MIL-STD-1553 includes three kinds of bus users, known as terminals, including a bus controller (BC), remote terminal (RT), and bus monitor (BM). The bus transaction is a command/response. The BC behaves like a master and begins all of the transactions. The RTs, controlled by the BC, supply the interface between the 1553 bus and the appropriate unit/sub-system. The BM remains passive and is a bus traffic recorder. [6]
4.3. Simulation Framework

The simulation framework provides the equipment and environment models in the polling mechanism. It also features the full scope of the problems to be investigated, ranging from the design and to the overall system simulations for the analyses of the dynamic system operation [1]. In our study, the simulation framework was run at ten Hz. The aims of the consummate simulations as contained representative models are given below:

- Star tracker model
- Sun sensor model
- Magnetometer model
- GPS model
- Magnetic torque bar model
- Reaction wheels’ model
- Propulsion model
- Communication subsystem model
- Power subsystem model
- Space environment model
- Satellite dynamic model

5. TASK SCHEDULERS

Space craft flight software must include both robustness as well as hard real-time. Moreover, the OS should manage to tasks properly. In space craft flight software, many tasks are used separately in the control flight. The flight software’s performance is related to the overall performance of the tasks; therefore, the task scheduler should operate at optimum performance for the flight controller. We implemented three different task scheduler models; round robin (RR), rate monotonic (RM), and event driven (ED). Static priority-driven pre-emptive [3] approaches [7] were also employed in our study.

In our study, all of the tasks were identified as the highest priority. RTEMS OS layers (Figure 9) is showed in the Figure 9. The AOCS and 1553 bus controllers were appointed as the test tasks
that would be used to compare the CPU performances. We focused on two controllers: the 1553 bus data distribution controller (1553) and AOCS, as well as three task scheduler methods chosen for comparison, which were RR, RM, and ED.

5.1. Round Robin

RR scheduling is a task scheduling algorithm that is designed to be equitable. It uses time slices, also known as time quanta, which are assigned to each task in the queue. Each task is allowed to use the CPU for a given amount of time, and if it does not finish within the allocated time, it is pre-empted, and then returned to the back of the queue, so the next process in the queue can use the CPU for the same allocated time. [8]

5.2. Rate monotonic

The RM manager supplies facilities for implementing tasks that take place in a periodical manner. It also collects data regarding the implementation of those periods and is able to contribute relevant statistics that can be used when analysing and tuning the application. [2] [8]

5.3. Event driven

The ED is associated with interruptions and event managers that provide a high-performance method of inter-task communication and synchronization. The first task is invoked by interruptions from external devices, and after that, other tasks are invoked by previous tasks. Overload windows are able to miss deadlines; therefore, task times must be pre-calculated and those times must fit into a specific window; otherwise, the deadlines will exceed [9].

6. DISCUSSION

Herein, we implemented three task schedulers, the RR, RM, and ED. The working frequency was appointed as ten Hz (100 ms). The AOCS and 1553 bus controller were appointed as the test tasks that would have their CPU performances compared. During the tests, every scheduler was run 1000 times and the tasks were identified as the highest priority [7]. The metric of performance was established as the “RTEMS CPU usage service” [8] for comparing the task performances. The results are given in the Table.
### Table 1 CPU Usage (%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RR%</th>
<th>RM%</th>
<th>ED%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Idle</td>
<td>83.989</td>
<td>82.195</td>
<td>83.342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOCS</td>
<td>15.727</td>
<td>17.495</td>
<td>16.234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1553</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.108</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we compared three task scheduler methods in a spacecraft simulator environment. The results were close and the values were not segregated. In this case, the task scheduler methods were investigated and we learned which task was suitable for the study environment and study cases. For example, RR was based on time slicing, so, if RR was chosen, the case should use preemptive, numerous tasks at a short rate. RM [2] always follows the rule of the shorter a task’s run period, the higher its priority, or the longer a task’s run period, the same is its priority [4]. Hence, the task period of the AOCS was longer than task period of the 1553 with the same priority, so the AOCS was run first. ED provides full control of the task run. If it is chosen, the task designer decides which is first, which is next, and which is last. Hence, we decided to run the 1553 task first and run the AOCS after that. In this study, we chose RR and ED because RR was easy to implement and ED provided full control of the tasks. Future work, we will add one more task, known as the thermal task and we will compare stack (memory) size of tasks.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we present a web-based solution designed to convert (integrating an appropriate plugin) heterogeneous information provided by any type of power acquisition equipment into standard formats as PQDIF (Power Quality Data Interchange Format - IEEE® Std 1159.3-2003 standard). The power grid operators are interested for this kind of applications capable to convert huge volume of heterogeneous information into standard formats in order to be easily processed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The energy quality data management system provides a deterministic way to take the gross measurements from the points of interest (PoI), and then process them to obtain a unitary representation format, independent of the measuring equipment used. The system also provides users with a simple and easy-to-use interface as well as easy access to collected data for existing power quality analysis applications (such as PQView, see [9], [10]). The architecture of the energy quality management system is shown in Figure 1. This architecture has been described in detail in our previous papers (see [4], [5]).

Points of Interest (PoI) are those locations within the electrical distribution networks where specific equipment for the acquisition of electrical quantities is installed. These data may refer to energy quality if these points of interest are defined as part of an energy quality assessment system / process, but may also refer to other cases: post-incident analysis or simple monitoring of
some electrical quantities. Depending on the installed purchase equipment, data can be collected from them either manually or automatically ready for the next step: loading into SYMPQD. To reduce the risk of error, users have an extremely convenient way to upload data: the web application "PQDM WebApp". It runs across an application server and provides graphical interface with simple methods to characterize data sets before they are actually loaded into the system. Also, "PQDM WebApp" is responsible for organizing the resulting files according to the needs of their users.

Figure 1. The system architecture of the energy quality management

The user interface is one of the greatest advantages of "PQDM WebApp" because it hides all the details on how to process, internalize and organize the collected data. Beyond this interface, the application is designed to be easily expandable when a new acquisition device is supposed to be supported by SYMPQD. Thus, any such equipment will be analysed to determine its particularities and will then be integrated into SYMPQD by implementing a plugin capable of processing the data collected from it. In this way, the system becomes easy to extend and easy to maintain.

Another strong point of SYMPQD is choosing PQDIF (see [1], [2], [3]) as a format for representing the collected data. PQDIF (Power Quality Data Interchange Format) is a binary file format defined and standardized by the "IEEE 1159.3 PQDIF Task Force" and is the most appropriate way to transfer energy quality data between different software applications of interest. Also, PQDIF is adopted by the overwhelming majority of energy quality analysis and reporting systems, such as PQView (see [9], [10]).
2. WEB-BASED SOLUTION IMPLEMENTATION TECHNOLOGIES

From the point of view of implementation, technologies have followed the natural steps of any software development. We started by performing experiments, measurements, and processing data collected using the Matlab software suite [14]. So we could have access to simple and extremely powerful tools for validating data structures specific to energy systems. Later on for ease of use we opted for a client-server solution where we preferred Java-based technologies [15]. Matlab-based tools have continued to be used as test and validation tools for the resulting files. Using Java, we have benefited from all the benefits of Oracle J2EE [15] that provide robustness, platform independence, efficiency and the ability to use a variety of application servers: Oracle GlassFish [17], Apache Tomcat [16], Eclipse Jetty [18], etc.

PQDM WebApp stores the resulting files in the PQDC (Power Quality Data Collection) location. The PQDC location may be the same as the web application, or it may be different by getting a distributed solution. As a rule, smaller beneficiaries will choose the first option, while large beneficiaries with important IT resources will turn to the distributed version. Regardless of the choice chosen, PQDC offers a unique place where all information on the quality of electricity can be obtained by specialized analysis and reporting software packages.

By choosing PQDIF as the format for the resulting files, we offer our customers the possibility to use a wide range of software solutions for energy quality analysis. Also, by implementing the architecture presented in Figure 1, we significantly reduce the risk of human errors in the processing and organization of collected data, and offer a modern, flexible, scalable, portable and distributed solution.

Implementation technologies and development tools are open, which means we have minimal costs.

2.1. Technical description of PQDM WebApp

At the current stage of the development, the PQDM-WebApp application is developed using Java technologies (https://www.oracle.com/java/index.html), using the NetBeans (https://netbeans.org) development environment (IDE), and is intended to run in the Web.

Because of its functionalities, PQDM-WebApp is classified as a web application, which means that both the server and the client components are working collectively to transcend information from the technical level to a level intended for a much wider audience.

To achieve this goal, java technology was chosen, considering that Oracle J2EE (http://www.oracle.com) offers a lot of advantages: robustness, platform independence, efficiency and the possibility to use a wide range of server applications like Apache Tomcat [16].

The application is based on a three-tier architecture: a presentation tier, a domain logic tier, and a data storage tier. By segregating the application into tiers, offers the advantage to modifying or adding a specific layer, instead of reworking the entire application. The architecture of the web application is given bellow in Figure 2.
This three-tier client-server software architecture pattern with its functionalities, and their subcomponents determined by the chosen technologies are as following:

1. Presentation tier: The topmost level application is the user interface. The main function of the interface is to translate tasks and results the user can understand and access directly.
(such as a web page, or an operating system's GUI). In this case, the tire is composed of the web browsers: Internet Explorer, Safari, Google Chrome, etc.

2. Application tier: This layer coordinates the application, processes commands, makes logical decisions and evaluations, and performs calculations. It also moves and processes data between the two surrounding layers. By choosing to use java technology, a suited environment to run the code is Apache Tomcat, which is an open-source Java Servlet Container.

3. Data tier: Here information is stored and retrieved from a database or file system. The information is then passed back to the logic tier for processing, and then eventually back to the user.

A short description in a deductive way of the terms that are further used, is given. Abstract data type is a data type defined by the operations that can be applied on them, and are implemented through a class, where operations are called methods or functions. An object is an instance of a class and represents what actually is running on a computer. A container is an object which contains multiple objects.

Apache Tomcat server operates according to the principle of request-response model. A request is send when from the client level is demanded a web page that exists in the context of the server. By executing the corresponding Java Servlet class, a response is generated, which consists in a HTML document (HyperText Markup Language).

Java Virtual Machine is created when the Apache Tomcat server is started and destroyed when exited. Its main purpose is to enable a computer to run a Java program.

Inside the Java Virtual Machine is running a single server which represents the entire Tomcat instance. Its purpose is to manage the life cycle of its contained services. A server can contain one or more Services, where each Service represents the set of request processing components within Tomcat.

The service object is a structural element that combines one or more Connector components and a single Catalina servlet Engine element.

Giving the dynamic nature of the application, Tomcat is configured to work in conjunction mode with a separate HTTP web server, therefore two connectors are used:

- The HTTP/1.1 Connector manages the communication between the client and the web server through the HTTP protocol (HyperText Transfer Protocol), which listen on port 8080. If a HTTP request is needed to be routed to the Tomcat container for processing, the web server will communicate this request using the AJP protocol (Apache JServer Protocol), which is a binary protocol more efficient than the text-based HTTP.

- The AJP/1.3 Connector, placed inside the service, is listening on port 8009 for requests, and translate them into a request object which Catalina engine can process.
The Catalina container’s components that are responsible for processing those requests and generate response objects are: the engine, virtual host, and context.

The Host component is a container for web application(s) or context(s), and it is defined by two fundamental concepts:

1. **Domain name**: this is the value expected to be sent by the client browser (http://localhost:8084/PQDM-WebApp);

2. **Application base name**: in this folder is located the context that will be deployed to this host.

The context or web application (PQDM-WebApp) is the location where the application specific servlet and JSP (JavaServer Page) and their associated files live.

A Wrapper object is a child of the context container and represents an individual servlet (or a JSP file converted to servlet).

In the life cycle of a servlet, three methods are fundamental: `init()`, `service()` and `destroy()`, which are implemented by every servlet and are invoked at specific times by the server. The course of action of these three methods are in the following order:

1. During initialization stage of the servlet life cycle, the web container initializes the servlet instance by calling the `init()` method, passing an object implementing the `javax.servlet.ServletConfig` (https://docs.oracle.com) interface. This configuration object allows the servlet to access name-value initialization parameters from the web application.

2. After initialization, the servlet instance can service client request. Each request is serviced in its own separate thread. The web container calls the `service()` method of the servlet for each request. The `service()` method determines the kind of request being made and dispatches it to the appropriate methods: `doGet()`, `doPost()`, `doPut()`, `doDelete()`, and so on; according to the HTTP request.

3. Finally, the web container calls the `destroy()` method that takes the servlet out of service. The `destroy()` method, like `init()`, is called only once in the lifecycle of a servlet.

A thread represents the actual execution of a servlet class deployed by the processor to generate a response to the request. During the class execution, in order to generate the response object, it has to interact with the database passing a set of SQL (Structured Query Language) queries to the Database Management System (DBMS). The access of DBMS is realized through an ODBC (Open Database Connectivity).

The DBMS used to store the data collected from the power analyser’s equipment is MySQL (http://www.oracle.com), which is an open-source relational database management system.

### 2.2. PQDM-WebApp in running mode. Utilisation

The user accesses the web application PQDM-WebApp by entering the address provided by the network administrator in the browser according to the application server it will run.
For example, we used the server on a local machine: http://localhost:8080/PQDM-WebApp/
The PQDM-WebApp application receives the file for the selected device along with the user metadata’s and returns the PQDIF (http://grouper.ieee.org/groups/1159/3/).

The user must introduce the metadata’s in PQDM-WebApp interface and select the corresponding file for the selected power equipment as is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. PQDM-WebApp User Interface
Consistent with the structure of the PQDIF file that will be generated through the PQDM-WebApp application, the user will fill in the information in the web interface formats. The details of the completion of the information will be presented in the next section.

2.3. Case Study

An analysis was carried out for a MEG40 device (http://www.e-mega.cz/meg-40) together with the following user input information’s: Version Info, File Name, Creation, Subject, Author, Application, Copyright, Trademark, Notes, Language, Owner.

Figure 4. PQDM-WebApp utilization
After the metadata and the .CSV file for MEG40 are inserted into the web interface, the PQDM-WebApp creates the corresponding PQDIF file, as shown in Figure 5.

3. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper a web-based solution, which manages and converts data regarding the power equipment’s and the power quality in the power distribution networks, was presented.

During the research, we were forced to automate the common process in order to minimize the time spent in transfer/copying data. As a future work we try to improve this automation in order to optimize the whole process.

This web-based solution integrates several data sources and analysis tools. It associates the capabilities of the commercial software platforms with those of an in-house designed software named PQDM-WebApp.

This application allowing us to extend the capabilities of the commercial software packages and to develop a complex data management of the power grid networks based on its typical operation regimes, as well as on the real historical evolution of its electric values. The management and the conversion modules of web application enable the system configuring, as well as report generation and data visualization for a heterogeneous large volume of data. The architecture is flexible, highly portable, distributed and platform independent.
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ABSTRACT

Multifractal analysis emerged as an accurate tool for cancer classification, although the process needs complete automation in order to be applied in medical diagnostics. After the multifractal analysis has been performed, the results must be processed and properly classified. This paper presents the automation of the diagnostic process. The goal is to successfully apply multifractal analysis as an auxiliary diagnostic tool.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The World Health Organization warns that in the next 50 years the number of cancer patients will increase by 50% compared to 2000. That is, the number of cancer patients will be 15 million people annually. Due to the constant increase in the number of patients, it is necessary to introduce new diagnostic tools for better and faster diagnosis. In this paper an auxiliary diagnostic agent for the classification of metastatic bone tumors by primary carcinoma was introduced. Namely, it has been established that there are statistically significant differences between microscopic medical images with a view to their classification, in terms of determining primary carcinoma in cases of intraoseal metastatic carcinoma [1]. In order to apply the results in a diagnostic, it is necessary to automate the process of obtaining the results from the microscopic image to the classified sample.

2. MULTIFRACTAL ANALYSIS

Multifractal analysis is a continuation of fractal analysis, introduced by mathematician Benoît Mandelbrot, in the second half of the twentieth century. Fractals related to natural forms, such as mountains, shores and river basins, the structure of plants, blood vessels, lungs, which can not be described by Euclidean geometry.
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Natural objects and phenomena do not exhibit fractal properties strictly, even when they are self-similar, but can have statistical self-similarity. For example, the structure of the seashore, the appearance of a relief or cloud, the structure of some biological systems or signals, exhibit self-similar properties, but in different scales the shape is not exactly the same [1]. While fractal analysis describes forms characterized by strict mathematical properties, the multifractal analysis defines fractal properties in natural objects and phenomena. Their application in medical diagnostics is presented in paper [2].

The cancer cell is one of the natural forms that can be expressed through fractals. It is characterized by chaotic, poorly regulated cell growth [1], which is not a feature of healthy organisms. A healthy cell defines a form that helps in their functioning, while the appearance of cancer cells is usually abnormal. Abnormalities are expressed in a size that is either lower or higher than a healthy cell, because cancer cells do not have a particular function. Irregular growth also occurs in the nucleus and cytoplasm of the cell. Namely, the core of the malignant cells is higher than in healthy cells, while the cytoplasm is scarce and its color is intensively colored or very faint [3]. For the multifractal analysis of the obtained digital medical images in [1], as well as obtaining multifractal analysis parameters, the following programs were used: ImageJ, for image analysis [4], and ImageJ Plugin, FracLac [5], multifractal analysis program.

Digital images of three groups of metastases of the intraosseal cancer were observed:

- metastatic renal cell cancer, shown in Figure 1,
- metastatic breast cancer, shown in Figure 2,
- metastatic lung cancer, shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 1. Metastatic renal cell carcinoma: (a) Microscopic imaging; (b) Binary form, obtained using the FracLac program](image1)

![Figure 2. Metastatic breast cancer: (a) Microscopic; (b) Binary form, obtained using the FracLac program](image2)
After applying the FracLac software to the metastasis images, the following multifunctional parameters for data classification are obtained:

- $D_{\text{max}}$ - fractal dimension
- $Q$ - is the exponent of the fractal dimension
- $\alpha_{\text{min}}$ - the minimum value of the Hölder exponent in the results
- $f(\alpha)_{\text{min}}$ - the value of the continual function for $\alpha_{\text{min}}$
- $\alpha_{\text{max}}$ - the maximum value of the Hölder exponent in the results
- $f(\alpha)_{\text{max}}$ - the value of the continuous function for $\alpha_{\text{min}}$

3. AUTOMATIZATION

The idea of this project is to create a platform that will enable an easy and simple work environment for the end user, as well as a basis for further research and improvement of the described techniques. The end user will receive a unique interface through which he can even get the results in just a few clicks even without detailed knowledge of multifractal analysis and neural networks (or even software packages that served as the basis, ImageJ and FracLac).

The project is called "DECIM" according to the techniques underlying its processing. The great obstacle in the practical application of these techniques is the complexity and heterogeneity of the software that needs to be used to get the result. The classification currently requires more complex steps in several software packages, with manual inter-steps, such as copying and converting files. The goal of DECIM is to be a unique solution, robust software that takes on the complexity of the process and allows the user to arrive literally from within the next ten seconds from the microscopic image to the classification result, with minimal interaction.
In the initial window (Figure 4), microscopic images can be added in standard digital formats (BMP, JPEG, PNG), either through the normal "Open" dialog, either by dragging images onto the DECIM window. During the typical work, this is all that is needed for preparation, only it is left to start the analysis using the "Analyze" button and the results will be displayed in the window as soon as they are finished (Figure 5). By selecting individual images, more detailed information about each classification can be found.
With the ultimate goal of simplicity in mind, special attention is paid to the installation process of this program, which is compiled to automatically check and adjust the environment needed for the operation of DECIM, such as the presence of Java JRE environment (which can come and packaged with the program), the presence of Octave software [6] (it can also come bundled, if not already present) and the installation of the VC 2010 runtime component required for Octave on Windows platforms. In the program, many checks of errors and auto-detection were installed, so as to minimize the user's technical details. The whole project is designed so that for most average users, without special technical knowledge and without the need for manual interventions, this software "simply works".

4. PLATFORM

The software is made in Java programming language, which allows it to portability and work on multiple platforms (Figure 4). It is based on free and no cost software (Octave, ImageJ, FracLac), and can also run on free Java implementation (OpenJDK), on a free operating system (Ubuntu and other GNU/Linux distributions), which means that analysis through it without any additional costs for the software is possible. Of course, common commercial platforms, such as Oracle Java JRE and all modern versions of Windows and MacOS operating systems are supported. Apart from the simplicity of using the initial version of this program, the ambition of this project is that it is also a platform for further improvements in the process of analysis and classification. Due to the nature of this work, it is expected that the analysis will become better over time, or that specific variants will be developed for some specific cases.

One of the modules in the initial version is an improved method of converting color microscopic photos into a binary (black and white) form in relation to the method that ImageJ uses (Figure 6). Conversion to binary form is necessary, as the multifractal analysis method works with binary images. When converting a color image into a binary image, the key is to select the threshold of the light, that we consider the boundary between black and white. ImageJ calculates the global threshold by constructing histogram and selecting threshold that converts roughly the same image surface into black and white (Figure 7).

Figure 6. Different image processing techniques for fractal analysis: (a) Original; (b) The technique used by ImageJ; (c) A special technique in DECIM that emphasizes local contrast and thus reveals more detail

Figure 7. The principle of selecting the threshold for binarization as implements ImageJ
This will not always give the most accurate image repression, especially if some parts are brighter or darker than the global ones. More details in a binary image can be obtained by calculating a local threshold based on the environment, a particular radius, each pixel, instead of using one global value for the whole picture (Figure 8). Such a binarization is achieved by constructing a blurred version of the image (Gaussian blur) in which then each pixel will actually be the weight sum of its environment. Then, calculating the delta image, each pixel resolution will describe the difference between the original image pixels and its immediate surroundings, promoting local contrast.

![Figure 8. Principle of adaptive binarization work](image)

Although the program is configured to "easily run" immediately after installation and can be used immediately for classification, it also allows modularity and extensibility. Whether it is new training data for the neural network, or new software components for preprocessing and image analysis, DECIM will allow easy use of new components through an already familiar interface. Again, this should be easy for users and, accordingly, whenever possible, the use of new components will be reduced to inserting one, easy to distribute, files into the program, similar to how the same sample images are used in the program. The idea is that DECIM will be a platform and it will present a simple interface that users will be familiar with and that will not change significantly, regardless of any new advances in fractal analysis or neural network classification, or some completely new techniques.

### 5. MODULARITY

DECIM realizes its modularity through the plug-in system, some of which are already installed in the initial version of the program, while others can easily be added by users after installation. In accordance with the purpose and mode of the program, a system has been developed that supports five module types, namely: image loader, image preprocessor (image processing), image analyzer, classificator and data exporter (export of classification results). The system extends through special "plug-in" files that can be automatically retrieved from a specific folder, if the user places it there, or during work, by dragging a new file into the program window, similar to images and sheets. A user can have multiple modules of the same type, choosing which one to use in the settings box.

The connection between the modules makes a special "Wiring" object (analogue to a wiring, a serial connection of the module) which at each moment has one ordered five modules (one of each type) that make up the image processing chain. Wiring also allows intercommunication between the modules through the provided interfaces, in order to allow the modules to check their environment and requirements (modules can depend on other modules), and then to call the desired parameters to other modules. This is important, because for the correct results the
complete chain must be adjusted exactly as it was set up, when the neural network is created, otherwise the correct correlation between the analysis parameters and the classification results is lost.

Modules can be very easily created in the form of new Java projects that include the attached JAR library and implement one of the predefined interfaces (module type). This project can then be executed as a new JAR file, put into the plug-in folder and will be automatically scanned without any additional steps. The role and functionality of the modules are as follows:

A. Image Loader

The first module in the chain is the one that reads the microscopic photo from the file. Along with the program, a simple module of this type is included, which uses built-in image capture capabilities in Java implementations (JPEG, BMP, GIF, PNG and WBMP are guaranteed to be present). However, due to the application in medicine, it should also be possible for further extensions to read somewhat less popular, specialized image formats.

B. Image Preprocessor

The second phase is a pre-image processing, intended for use with multifractal analysis or some other method of analysis requiring conversion of colors or some other kind of pre-processing. There are two modules for binarization, described in the previous chapter, as well as a special “pass-through” module, which only transmits the image, in the event that no special processing is required (without disturbing the processing chain).

C. Image analyzer

The first of the two main modules is the image analysis module, in the form obtained after the pre-processing phase. Currently, this module is implemented the fractal analysis technique described above. The module is implemented as a compatibility shell for the FracLac plug-in to the ImageJ software, allowing it to work within the DECIM module. The output from this module can be in the form of a file, a sequence of whole or real numbers, or a block of binary data, in order to support possible future analysis methods, that have a different concept and format of output data.

D. Classifier

The second of the two most important modules is the one that, on the basis of the data obtained from the analysis, makes the final classification and gives an answer for each individual image. Here, the described neural network is introduced, which takes the parameters of multifractal analysis for inputs, and gives one of the three organs at the output, which considers to have the best correlation. This module is also responsible for determining the number of classes and their names - the rest of the system respects the information obtained from here. So with the new classifier, it is possible to classify with a different set of organs, and considerably more than three organs, or classify some completely different kind of objects and properties.

E. Result exporter

Although the results are visible within the program window, the need for export and further processing of results is envisaged, enabling complete DECIM to be part of a larger processing chain. A module of this type can save files (HTML report, or Excel table, etc.) or to display an arbitrary GUI window, that implements the module itself, having all the results and original images available.
6. CONCLUSIONS

Fractal analysis and classification through a neural network are interesting new techniques with a lot of potential and they are useful diagnostic tools. The purpose of this project is to bridge the typical distance between scientific research papers and new experimental methods/tools that are really applicable in practice. The practice requires robust, stable and reliable tools, and this is precisely what this project seeks to be - a tool that is practical, which will bring with it the convenience of the described classification techniques, as well as the potential for simple future extensions and improvements.
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